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The Ancestor  / Lee Matthew Goldberg
Read by Norman Gilligan

A man wakes up in present-day Alaskan wilderness with no idea who he is, nothing on him save an 
empty journal with the date 1898 and a mirror. He sees another man hunting nearby, astounded that 
they look exactly alike except for his own beard. After following this other man home, he witnesses a 
wife and child that brings forth a rush of memories of his own wife and child, except he’s certain they 
do not exist in modern times—but from his life in the late 1800s. The Ancestor is a thrilling page turner 
in present day Alaska and a historical adventure about the perilous Gold Rush expeditions where 
prospectors left behind their lives for the promise of hope and a better future. The question remains 
whether it was all worth the sacrifice.

Running Time: 768 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Antithesis: Inception, Book 1 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

Civil war between demons and angels lies just on the horizon.  Justice Alezair Czynri, newest recruit 
of the Purgatorial Jury, is thrown into a world of murder, exploitation, mind-altering substances and 
bureaucratic red-tape as he and his court attempt to diffuse escalating conflicts. And beneath the tur-
bulent surface, things are very wrong. Ever since his induction into the Celestial Court, Alezair has 
been treated with disdain by the Justice Commander, Leid Koseling. A former prisoner of the Nexus 
Initiative, Justice Czynri exists without any memories of his former life, the consequence of being a 
slave merc for hire. Whispers in the void tell him there’s something more to Leid—more to all of this—
but neither the celestials nor his colleagues are willing to divulge their dark history.

Running Time: 494 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Antithesis: Honor, Book 2 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

Qaira Eltruan leads the fearsome Sanctum Enforcers, a specialized military sect designed to eradicate 
angel terrorists. But Qaira’s father and his people don’t know the sordid deeds it takes to keep the angels 
from invading.  He has blood on his hands; so much that it has stained his skin forever.  As the Regent 
slips into early-onset dementia, Qaira is forced to take the throne. The Regent’s appointed council 
contracts an otherworldly Scholar to oversee and advise Qaira’s rise to power. If Qaira can find a way to 
put up with her attitude, this Scholar has knowledge, secrets, that can serve to sway the battle in their 
favor. But Scholar Leid Koseling has secrets of her own.  Secrets that may kill them all.

Running Time: 530 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Antithesis: Fallen, Book 3 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

Sanctum is lost. The angels have won. Regent Qaira Eltruan is cornered. Surrender or stand to lose 
everything—everything being Advisor Leid Koseling and his sanity. As his people await news of their 
fate, the Court of Enigmus circles Sanctum, ready to deal swift punishment for Leid’s contract breach. 
All fronts look bleak, and now there’s much more at stake than Qaira’s world. Except Qaira isn’t willing 
to hand Leid over, nor is surrender part of his vocabulary. 

Running Time: 413 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Antithesis: War, Book 4 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

A storm has swept across The Atrium. Hell has declared war on Heaven, and Argent Commander Yah-
weh Telei is left without any time to prepare. Leid and her guardians face exile from The Atrium, as the 
end of the Contest means the end of their contract. With expiration quickly eating away at her, it won’t 
be long before Calenus Karim and the Court of Enigmus come to drag Leid back to Exo’daius. As ev-
erything unravels at the seams, Qaira Eltruan is forced to face his crimes and all the consequences they 
have brought. The Atrium isn’t his home anymore, yet something calls him back. One thing is certain: 
with Qaira comes all the secrets The Atrium and its inhabitants have long since buried. 

Running Time: 447 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Antithesis: Vengeance, Book 5 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series /Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

Promise, promise. Heart of knives. Maghir will bleed them for their crimes. This is the final installment 
of The Antithesis arc. The Argent Forces have been crippled. Two Vel’Haru are dead. Calenus Karim, 
Exodian Silver King, is no longer willing to stand by and let the war continue. And in the middle of 
this all, Yahweh is forced to deal with the death of his brother and his permanent placement as Leid’s 
newest guardian. The carrion crows are circling Qaira and Leid once more, their wings beating to the 
countdown of the doomsday clock that permanently looms over the Jury’s heads. Nothing bodes well 
for them anymore, but Malkhet’s epic may prove to be a self-fulfilling prophecy just yet. 

Running Time: 508 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

At the Gates of Walhalla  / Justin Forge
Read by the Author

Kurt Sorensen’s life as a U.S. Border Patrol Officer takes a devastating turn when his wife and twins are 
killed in an apparently random attack in Juarez.  Kurt leaves the painful memories behind and returns 
to his peaceful, stunningly beautiful hometown, North Walhalla, Manitoba. Instead of finding peace 
and tranquility, Kurt is swept up in a vortex of evil that seems to have followed him northward. Trying 
to protect Walhalla from the infiltration of death and drugs, Kurt battles an infamous drug lord, only to 
be shocked at the revelation of the drug gang’s silent business partner. Kurt draws on his ancestral Vi-
king spirit to recruit a secret militia to right the wrongs in society, but the militia, the drug lord and an 
ominous third party are on collision courses, which intersect at the gates of Viking Heaven—Walhalla.

Running Time: 531 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Aunties / Debbie Boucher
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

Deborah’s career is at a dead end. After a splashy debut with her first novel, she’s languished as a free-
lancer, her potential unfulfilled. But the death of an elderly aunt provides unexpected source material, 
as she and her family discover journals and letters that bring to life a colorful and shocking past. The 
Aunties is a novel within a novel—the story of Deborah’s quest to fictionalize her unexpected legacy. 
From Gilded Age America to World War II, from plain farm life to high society, from America’s heart-
land to wild and colorful Brazil, The Aunties is a story of family love and loyalty through adversity. 

Running Time: 607 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Authoritarians / Bob Altemeyer
Read by the Author

Ever since John W. Dean published his Conservatives Without Conscience in 2006, much interest has
been vested in the research of Dr. Bob Altemeyer that was so prominently featured in the book.  In
CWC, Dean set out to learn why modern conservatives seemed to think and behave in ways diametri-
cally opposite the righteous and moral values they so publicly espoused. What he discovered was an 
existing body of scientific research tracing back to the cinders of the Holocaust. This research focused
on the Authoritarian Personality, which social scientists believe was the enabling element within Ger-
man society that was so deftly exploited by Adolph Hitler and the Third Reich.

Running Time: 557 Minutes;  Retail Price: $14.95 Audio CD / $9.95 MP3 CD

Babylon Unbound! / J.R. Gerow
Read by the Author

Leroy Spasmo, a neurotic recluse addicted to digital media and conspiracy theories, loses it one night 
after his internet service is cut, decides to burn down the house he has squatted on for the last fifteen 
years and skip town, stopping along the way only to unload six bullets through the front window of his 
internet provider, Blip Mobile and Media, who everybody knows is spying for the government. Leroy 
slurringly takes a brief video of himself soap-boxing against the powers that be with the gun in his 
hand just as he takes his shots into the empty storefront. Leroy blacks out. His video uploads to the in-
ternet. He is picked up within minutes by the local police. But Leroy’s video goes viral and he becomes 
the unlikely leader of a new political movement, seemingly embodying forces larger than himself. 

Running Time: 557 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Back to Normal  / Debbie Boucher
Read by Candice Goodman

Set in the Eastern Sierra, BACK TO NORMAL introduces the reader to Sue Beauchamp whose lie of 
twenty years is exposed the night her daughter, Michelle, is injured in an accident. To save Michelle’s 
life, Sue contacts the biological father, John Sadek, a neighbor, for a transfusion. With her secret ex-
posed, Sue’s life unravels. Her husband, Chris, leaves and takes “his” sons with him. John wants a 
relationship with a child he’s never been allowed to know, and when Michelle discovers the “truth,” she 
runs away. As Sue attempts to save her own life, BACK TO NORMAL becomes a meditation on truth 
and lies and the gray area of a love lived in between.   

Running Time: 730 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Backbiters  / Debra Leea Glasheen
Read by Jennifer Jill Araya

I’m Giluli of the Red Mighty Nationland. Fifty-four years ago, the Corporate World War of 2050 an-
nihilated a bunch of animal and insect species on the planet, not to mention billions of people, but 
the good news is that we were born—the Red Mighties. They don’t like us. They call us mutants. I’m 
attending their high school in the afternoons to try to understand them better, which believe me is no 
cup of tea, except for one particular Pre-ev guy who I could drink right up. Meanwhile, they’re trying 
to steal our pure water source and stop us from saving the Red Mighty babies born to their people. I 
want to help—but I’m not sure I can do what they’re asking.   

Running Time: ~600 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Battle Mage - Remastered / Peter Flannery 
Read by RD Watson

The world is falling to the burning shadow of the Possessed and only the power of a battle mage can 
save it. But the ancient bond with dragonkind is failing. Of those that answer a summoning too many 
are black. Black dragons are the enemy of humankind. Black dragons are mad. Falco Dante is a weak-
ling in a world of warriors, but worse than this, he is the son of a madman. Driven by grief, Falco makes 
a decision that will drive him to the brink of despair. As he tries to come to terms with his actions Falco 
follows his friends to the Academy of War, an elite training school dedicated to martial excellence. 
While the Queen tries to unite the Kingdoms against the Possessed, Falco struggles to overcome his 
fears. Will he succumb to madness and murder like his father?

Running Time: 2,070 minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $39.95 MP3 CD

Beast of the Field  / Peter Jordan Drake  
Read by James Conlan

Based on a true story.  In 1920s Kansas, the mangled body of champion buggy racer Tommy Donnan 
has been discovered beneath his carriage, dragged to his death by his own horse. His twelve-year-old 
sister, Millie, does not believe his death was an accident. She wants to know the truth behind the night 
Tommy died.  But Tommy’s killer may be closer than Millie would have ever believed and she will have 
to get to the truth the hard way. The hardest way.

Running Time: 176 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Before the Brightest Dawn, Book 3 of the German Half-Bloods Trilogy/ Jana Petken 
Read by Norman Gilligan

Jana Petken’s extraordinary historical epic, The German Half-Bloods Trilogy, reaches its sweeping, 
heart-wrenching conclusion.  In The German Half-Bloods and The Vogels, Jana Petken followed the 
turbulent lives of an Anglo-German family as they forged their paths through the Second World War. 
Now, the conflict intensifies in the Soviet States, North Africa, France, and the growing resistance 
movement in Poland.  

Running Time: 1,221 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Before Sunrise / Rick Mofina
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

In Before Sunrise, Will Fortin of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police is on patrol in southern Alberta. 
It’s a lonely region where the sky meets the land on even terms, where the landscape exaggerates or 
diminishes your place in the world. If you’re lucky, trouble would never find you there.  This is where 
Fortin experiences the worst any cop can face, the taking of innocent lives while under fire in respond-
ing to a violent call at a farm involving a gun. His life destroyed his guilt unbearable, Fortin, a good 
man, struggles as a haunted soul, aching to redeem himself. Years after the shooting, Fortin is assigned 
to escort a murderer from a Canadian prison to trial in Seattle, Washington. When their plane crashes 
in the unforgiving Rocky Mountains, Fortin is presented with his last chance at redemption.  

Running Time: 211 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Begin With Yes / Paul S. Boynton
Read by Ed Brian Hutchison

The Law of Attraction meets the Law of Action. The Law of Attraction tells us that whatever we focus 
our attention on, consciously or not, we attract into our lives. Think happy thoughts, enjoy happy 
experiences. And vice-versa. Begin with Yes introduces the Law of Action, a principle that reverses the 
order—and is equally powerful. What we do affects how we think, and the kinds of experiences we 
have. When we take small, manageable steps, we feel more positive and our lives flow more smoothly. 
Begin with Yes is all about setting things in motion and opening new doors.  In this short, engaging 
conversation, counselor, mentor, and motivational speaker Paul Boynton maps out a surprisingly easy, 
logical, and liberating alternate route to a better life. 

Running Time: 91 minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Big Hot Kisses  / J. Hunter Todd
Read by Ed Asner

Big Hot Kisses is a wingy collection of tawdry, “true” tales of lust, sex and passion. So come along on 
an irreverent, often humorous journey through some everyday “love” stories, where at some point you 
may surprisingly find yourself confronted with a familiar mirror image called real life.

Running Time: 135 minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Blackout, Book 3 of the Sam Archer Thriller Series / Tom Barber
Read by John Sackville

Young counter-terrorist cop Sam Archer arrives for work at the Armed Response Unit expecting a 
quiet day. But unbeknownst to him, three men have already been killed that morning. The deaths seem 
random, thousands of miles apart. But they are all connected by a shocking event fifteen years ago. 
Archer, Chalky and the rest of the Unit suddenly find themselves plunged into a ferocious and violent 
confrontation against an enemy that is hell-bent on killing ten specific people before the end of the 
day. As the counter-terrorist unit and the vengeful enemy come up against each other all over the city, 
Archer and the team soon realize two things: this enemy is more proficient and deadly than any they’ve 
ever encountered, and one of their own ARU men is on the extermination list.

Running Time: 451 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Blessing Stone / Barbara Wood  
Read by Marion Castle

Millions of years ago, a meteorite fell to earth and shattered, revealing a beautiful blue stone. One hun-
dred thousand years ago, a girl named Tall One found the crystal on the African plain, and it formed 
her destiny—as well as the destiny of generations to come. From ancient Israel to Imperial Rome, me-
dieval England to fifteenth-century Germany, the eighteenth-century Caribbean, and the nineteenth-
century American West, the destiny of the stone and the history of the world unfold. Each story is full 
of the betrayals and obsessions of the human heart, and the quests of the human spirit. In The Blessing 
Stone, Barbara Wood has both told the intimate details of her characters’ lives and created a sense of 
the epic sweep of human history.

Running Time: 1,260 Minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD
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Blood Moon, Book 2 of The Mercy Carver Series / Jana Petken
Read by Marion Castle

The unthinkable has happened. America is embroiled in a Civil War and Virginia has been invaded 
by a Union army. Mercy Carver ignores the dangers that surround her and treads a precarious road, 
using only her youthful passion and guile to guide her, and the runaway slaves she continues to aid.  
Jacob, now an officer in the Confederate Cavalry, fights his demons and his growing mistrust of Mercy, 
whilst his old friend, Isaac Bernstein, a surgeon in the Union Army, refuses to give up on his pursuit of 
Mercy’s affections. Where will Mercy meet her destiny? Will it be in the Confederate camp or will her 
journey take her to the Union cause.

Running Time: 811 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Blood Princesses of the Vampires, Book 3 of the Dying of the Dark Series / Aiden James  
Read by Stephanye Dussud

Seeking refuge and a lasting deterrent against vampire assassins, Racco and Gustav plan to recreate 
ancient amulets to protect mother and daughter from attack. Based on the only formula that can effec-
tively kill any vampire, this one-of-a-kind protection currently belongs to just one person: Marissa de 
Saint Germain, Txema’s beautiful half-mortal/half-immortal cousin, and the offspring of the vampire 
Chanson and her former beau, Racco. The stakes have never been higher for Txema, and the race is 
on to heal ancient familial wounds between daughter and father before their hated enemies can storm 
their latest stronghold.

Running Time: 405 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Book of James / Ellen J. Green  
Read by Bobbin Beam

Moments before his death after a tragic car accident, Nick whispers warnings to his wife that someone 
from his past may attempt to harm or even kill her. He urges her to travel to Philadelphia to his child-
hood home. Find James, he insists. It’s the only way out. Mackenzie dismisses her husband’s warnings, 
assuming his words were a result of blood loss and morphine…until the things he outlined start to 
come true.

Running Time: 731 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Book of Obeah, Book 1 of the Crossroads Series / Sandra Carrington-Smith
Read by Dave Fennoy

Upon the passing of her beloved grandmother, Melody Bennet receives startling instructions that she 
is to take the ashes of Grandmama Giselle to southern Louisiana. Melody must step far outside her 
comfort zone in the suburbs of North Carolina to fulfill this dying wish. She finds herself blindly 
navigating the exotic, sometimes hostile environs of New Orleans and Bear Bayou, and immersed in a 
subculture based on an ancient West African religion. At this unexpected crossroad, she discovers new 
cultures and beliefs—and new dangers—and awakens to a new way of seeing the world and her role in 
it. Melody learns that a different perspective can indeed change your perception of reality.  The Fate of 
All Rests with a Universal Awakening.

Running Time: 608 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

The Box, Book 1 of the Temple of the Blind Series / Brian Harmon
Read by Norman Gilligan

When Albert finds a mysterious wooden box waiting for him in the driver’s seat of his locked car, he 
has no idea that it will lead him on an extraordinary and terrifying adventure. Each clue he unravels 
leads only to more questions as he pieces together a map of the complex, subterranean system that lies 
beneath the city and the strange labyrinth hidden deep within. Can he discover the meaning behind 
the box? Or will the endless darkness and the things that lurk unseen within these walls swallow him 
forever?  Book one of The Temple of the Blind series.

Running Time: 386 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Boys Club / Angie Martin
Read by Timothy McKean

Growing up a homeless juvenile delinquent left its mark on Gabriel Logan. He lived a throwaway ex-
istence until a former FBI agent recruited him for a fringe organization for boys like him, who could 
operate outside the law for the sake of justice. As an adult, he is slated to take over their group, until 
his work results in the murder of his pregnant wife. Going through the motions of everyday life, Logan 
does only what is required of him with one goal in mind: kill Hugh Langston, the man responsible for 
his wife’s death. Logan must find a way to rescue the one woman who can take down his biggest enemy, 
and look into the men he trusts most to discover which one of them is betraying The Boys Club.

Running Time: 431 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Boken Ground, Book 4 of the Jay Porter Series / Joe Clifford
Read by Timothy McKean

Part-time investigator Jay Porter meets a recovering addict who needs his help. Amy Lupus’ younger 
sister, Emily, has gone missing from the Coos County Center, the newly opened rehab run by Jay’s 
old nemeses, Adam and Michael Lombardi. When Jay learns of a “missing” hard drive, he is flung 
back to five years ago when his own junkie brother, Chris, found a hard drive belonging to Lombardi 
Construction. For years Jay assumed that the much-sought-after hard drive contained incriminating 
photos of Adam and Michael’s father, which contributed to Chris’ death. But now he believes that hard 
drive may have harbored a secret far more sinister. The deeper Jay digs, the more poisoned the ground 
gets, and the two cases become one, yielding a toxic truth with far-reaching ramifications.

Running Time: 440 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Buffalo Soldiers: An Upstate New York Mafia Tale, Book 2 / Nicholas Denmon
Read by Bill Murray

Notorious assassin Rafael Rontego is kidnapped moments before FBI Agent Sydney Price and her team 
close in on the man she believes can provide evidence to bring down the Ciancetta crime family. As 
she chases down the prize of her investigation, she enlists help from former Buffalo undercover cop 
Alex Vaughn. The ensuing blood bath leads them on a trail that exposes corruption, terrorists, and the 
realization of their deepest fears.  Meanwhile, Ivan Nivsky leaves prison after eleven years of keeping 
his mouth shut. Within twenty-four hours of leaving he finds himself lost in an underworld he used to 
call home. With the FBI closing in and a Russian crew laying siege to the Italian family that took him 
in, Ivan finds himself released from his cage into a cement jungle where only the fittest survive.

Running Time: 475 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Business is Business, Book 1 of the Business is Business Series / Silk White
Read by Larry Herron

Meet Derrick Mason, one of the most ruthless drug dealers to ever walk the streets. He and his family 
control over fifty percent of the drug traffic in New York City. Things are going good until, Derrick is 
forced to make a tough decision that could change his family’s lives forever. He knows the wrong deci-
sion could start an all out war with men ten times more powerful than him. With so much on his plate, 
Derrick has to push his emotions to the side and remember that business is business.

Running Time:  191 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Business is Business, Book 2 of the Business is Business Series / Silk White
Read by Larry Herron

The powerful Derrick Mason finds himself in jail after being released from the hospital, leaving one of 
his sons to take over the family business in his absence. He is then forced to hear about all the drama 
and chaos that is unfolding while he sits in his cell. Will the Mason family be able to make it while 
their leader is behind bars or will one of his sons step up to the plate and take the business to the next 
level?  Silk White takes readers on another ride that they won’t soon forget and leaves them breathless 
wanting more.

Running Time:  231 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Butterfly, Book 1 of the Butterfly Trilogy / Kathryn Harvey
Read by Laura Jennings

Above an exclusive men’s store on Rodeo Drive there is a private club called Butterfly, where women 
are free to act out their secret erotic fantasies. Only the most beautiful and powerful women in Beverly 
Hills are invited to join.  Jessica—the lawyer, who longs for the days when men were men, and women 
dressed to please them.  Trudie—the builder, who wants a man who will challenge her—all of her—
with no holds barred.  Linda—the surgeon, who uses masks to unmask the desires she hides even from 
herself.  But the most mysterious of them all is the woman who created Butterfly. She has changed her 
name, her accent, even her face to hide her true identity.  And now she is about to reveal everything to 
realize the dream that has driven her since childhood.

Running Time: 1,105 minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Capital Kill, Book 1 of the Jeff Trask Thriller Series  / Marc Rainer
Read by James Conlan

A few short blocks from the safety of the museums and monuments on the National Mall, a ruthless 
killer prowls the streets of Washington DC. Federal prosecutor Jeff Trask joins a team of FBI agents and
police detectives as they try to solve the series of brutal murders. As the body count rises, the investiga-
tion leads to a chilling confrontation with the leader of an international drug smuggling ring, and no 
one is safe, not even the police. Written by former Washington prosecutor Marc Rainer, Capital Kill is 
a swirling thrill ride through the labyrinth of a major federal investigation and trial, with a gripping
conclusion that no one will see coming.

Running Time: 665 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Carnage, Book 1: The Story of Us  / Lesley Jones
Read by Nikki Delgado

A story about a boy who dreamed of rock and roll. A story about a girl, who dreamed about a boy. An 
epic, all consuming love story about betrayal, loss and learning, that spans over twenty years. An edgy 
coming of age love story that breaks all the rules and transcends the decades. Georgia and Sean’s story 
will stay with you long after you read the final word. An emotional, smoking hot, gut wrenching read. 
This book is for adults with an open mind. Sex, drugs, some rock n roll, angst and heartbreak. Tissues 
may be required. May contain triggers.

Running Time: 767 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Carnage, Book 2: The Story of Me / Lesley Jones
Read by Nikki Delgado and Jeff Leach

When your world, your life and all of your hopes and dreams for the future are ripped out from under 
you, how do you go on? Death without dying is not only the most painful kind of death, it’s also the 
most painful kind of life and I don’t know if I’m strong enough to live it.  I spend my lonely days and 
nights trying to make sense of what my life has become. Do I have the strength to move forward into 
the light, or should I just let the darkness take me?  I’m Georgia Rae Layton McCarthy and this is the 
story of me, just me. I’m no longer a part of an us, it’s just me. Alone.  By myself.

Running Time: 809 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Chronicler and Mr. Smith / Angie Martin
Read by Kelly Brennan

The truth is deadlier than fiction.  When the mysterious Mr. Smith enters romance author Madison 
Shaw’s life, she is thrust into danger she thought only belonged in books. Though they clash at first 
sight, she places her fate in his hands when unknown forces threaten her survival.Paranormal events 
push Madison to leave behind a world where monsters don’t exist—not even in fiction. With Mr. Smith 
as her guide, she discovers the truth about her destiny and the things that go bump in the night. Can 
she survive her new reality, or will she fall prey to the creatures lurking in the shadows?

Running Time: 384 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Chrysalis / Angie Martin
Read by Timothy McKean

Sheriff Peter Holbrook leads a simple life watching over the residents of Nowhere, Kansas, where the 
most noteworthy crimes are dognappings and brawls at the local tavern. He’s always had an inherent 
fear of the gray—the yearly spring storms that plague the area. As the gray descends on Nowhere, a 
mysterious woman crashes her car just outside city limits. The tattooed stranger may not remember 
who she is, but Peter instantly feels a connection with her. But, the girl’s appearance isn’t the oddest 
event. Unusual behavior from the townsfolk, cattle mutilation, and death soon follow. Peter believes 
they are related, but only has his instincts and prophetic ramblings from his deceased mother. As the 
mysteries and bodies pile up, he turns to the stranger for help in hopes to save his sleepy town.

Running Time: 391 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Classic Murder, Book 3 of the Duke Becker Mystery Series / Gary Kassay 
Read by Andy White

Inspector Duke Becker and his squad are having a few weeks of peace and quiet when a case is brought 
to the squad by Detective Michelle Goldman.  A fellow Detective has been investigating a baffling 
homicide and Goldman believes the Special Investigations Unit, Homicide might be able to help out. 
When another homicide is discovered along with a second strange object left behind by the killer, In-
spector Becker and his squad move into high gear.  Soon the squad figures out this killer is identifying 
with the classic movie, “Casablanca”.  What is the killer’s motive, how does he pick out his victims, and 
who is the killer are questions Becker will need to answer if he is going to stop the killings.

Running Time: 621 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Cold-Blooded / Lisa Regan
Read by Laura Jennings

Fourteen years ago, high school track star Sydney Adams was gunned down in Philadelphia’s Fair-
mount Park. The investigation yielded useless clues, and the case went cold. But homicide detective 
Augustus Knox never gave up on finding Sydney’s killer. Now, retired from the police force and with 
only months to live, he enlists the help of private investigator Jocelyn Rush to clear the case once and 
for all. Armed with little more than a theory as to who murdered Sydney, Jocelyn tries to lure a killer 
into the open. But unraveling the mystery means facing off against a cunning psychopath whose ruth-
lessness knows no bounds. When more bodies start to pile up, Jocelyn has to decide just how far she’s 
willing to go to catch a cold-blooded killer.

Running Time: 605 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Comfort of Black / Carter Wilson
Read by Rebecca Roberts

Though they seem to have everything, Hannah Parks has watched her husband, Dallin, become in-
creasingly distant. Her hope is buoyed when the couple decides to start a family, but what Dallin re-
veals in his sleep one night rocks Hannah to her core. As she starts to investigate a much darker side of 
Dallin than she ever knew existed, Hannah peels away the layers of a diseased relationship closely tied 
to her own abusive past. When Dallin attempts to have Hannah abducted, she is forced to run, doing so 
with the aid of a man named Black—an ex-con and expert at helping people disappear. Together they 
must keep Hannah safe from her husband’s far-reaching grasp, all the while trying to solve the mystery 
behind Dallin’s sudden violence. Does Hannah’s dark family history hold the key to her survival?

Running Time: 557 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Condition Black / Tom Barber
Read by Xavier Paul Cadeau

In the year 2113, US 101st Airborne Corporal Will Miller regains consciousness inside a transport 
vessel that has crashed on its journey home. Everyone around him is dead and he soon discovers he’s 
on one of the moons orbiting Mars, not far from the main colony and his transport back to Earth. Two 
members of a mining team stationed on the moon take Miller back to their base where he manages to 
send out a call for help. Miller quickly realizes that something in the station is wrong. Strange and un-
settling events suggest things are not quite as they appear. As the minutes until his rescue tick by, Miller 
is forced to confront echoes from his past as well as his deepest fears in a situation that is becoming 
more terrifying by the second. And he soon learns that some nightmares don’t stop when you wake up.

Running Time: 240 minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD
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Conduit / Angie Martin
Read by Lisa Larsen

Emily Monroe conceals her psychic gift from the world, but her abilities are much too strong to keep 
hidden from an equally gifted killer. A savvy private investigator, she discreetly uses her psychic prow-
ess to solve cases. When the police ask her to assist on a new case, she learns the killer they seek is not 
only psychic, but is targeting her. The killer wants more than to invade her mind; he wants her. Believ-
ing they are destined for each other, he uses his victims as conduits to communicate with her, and she 
hears their screams while they are tortured. She opens her mind to help the victims, but it gives him 
a portal that he uses to lure her to him. With the killer taking over her mind, she must somehow stop 
him before she becomes his next victim.

Running Time: 621 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Connected / Simon Denman 
Read by the Author

A former theoretical physicist tries to make sense of his brother’s suicide. Across the country, a univer-
sity student is disturbed when his best friend falls to his death from the thirteenth floor of a campus 
tower. As each tries to unravel the mystery behind the apparent suicides, they are drawn into an ob-
sessive search for a computer-generated fractal video sequence, with startling effects on human con-
sciousness. However, they are not the only ones to have seen the potential of this mind-altering video.

Running Time: 550 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Covenants: Elegy, Book 8 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

Ziranel Throm, Scholar of the Court of Enigmus, is contracted by the Ophali Systems Confederacy to 
safeguard and escort the Evgani Tribal Princess, Dezidka Laith, when their moon is descended upon 
by rebel forces trying to rupture the system’s alliance. Their destination is an interplanetary govern-
ment headquarters, but unforeseen events leave them stranded on a planet not under confederacy rule. 
Ziranel is now faced with the task of keeping a frightened and naive adolescent girl alive in a world rife 
with hostile terrain and savage locals. And then there’s the little problem of the place he keeps ending 
up whenever he sleeps; the place Laith tells him is a gateway, guarded by monsters.  

Running Time: 438 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Creatures of Appetite - An Emma Kane & Jacob Thorne Thriller / Todd Travis
Read by Bill Murray

They call it The Heartland Child Murders. Everyone else calls it a nightmare. Locked doors don’t stop 
him. He leaves no trace behind. He only takes little girls. His nickname:  The Iceman. A deranged serial 
killer roams wintry rural Nebraska with a demented purpose no one can fathom. Special Agent Emma 
Kane, a former DC cop now with the FBI, is assigned to babysit burnt-out profiler Jacob Thorne, once 
the best in the business but now said to have lost his edge, as they both fly to Nebraska to catch this 
maniac. What he and Kane find in the heartland is much more than anyone bargained for, especially 
when the Iceman challenges them personally. The clock is ticking and a little girl’s life is on the line. 
And maybe even more than that, once they realize what he’s really up to. 

Running Time: 343 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Dangerous Embrace, Book 1 of the Embrace Series / Dana Mason 
Read by Jennifer Vaughn

Sarah Jennings is less fearful then she’s ever been in her life. She has what she wants, a quiet life under 
the radar where she can be free of her past and live quietly. Until one night and one brutal act of vio-
lence changes everything. Injured and afraid, Sarah wants to run, but Mark Summors refuses to let her 
go. He’s passionate about his job, he wants to protect people, and he devotes his life to it. This time he’s 
protecting more than just another client, he’s protecting his future; at least, Sarah Jennings will be his 
future, once he convinces her she loves him. When Sarah agrees to let Mark help, she doesn’t anticipate 
just how important a role he’ll play in her future or how the violence in her past will come back to 
threaten them both.

Running Time: 596 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Dark Places / Shaun Allan
Read by R.D. Watson

There is darkness and madness in each of us. We must do battle with our own demons. But—what if 
those demons opened the door in the back of your mind and stepped out. What if they became real? 
If the night, the shadows, the reflections and Death himself walked among us? And what if they were 
watching you? Waiting? Thirsting...?  Dark Places.  Thirteen stories.  Thirteen poems.  Thirteen door-
ways.

Running Time: 306 minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Dark Shadows, Book 1 of The Mercy Carver Series / Jana Petken
Read by Marion Castle

When unimaginable calamities strike, Mercy Carver, a poor London woman, wonders what she has 
done to deserve such immeasurable suffering. It is only when she faces imminent death in the snow 
and ice-encrusted Virginia wilderness that she finally understands the power of destiny. Mercy is pas-
sionate. She loves and hates in equal measure. Can love and hatred give her the strength she needs now 
to reach a Northern state, and free a runaway slave wanted for murders she committed? America and 
her people are strangled in an uncompromising political stalemate. Southern states have seceded from 
the Union, and a civil war is imminent. Mercy Carver’s journey is just beginning.

Running Time: 817 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95

Daughter of the Sun / Barbara Wood
Read by Rebecca Roberts

Seventeen-year-old Hoshi’tiwa had a simple life: The daughter of a humble corn grower, she planned 
to marry a storyteller’s apprentice. But her world is turned upside down when she is captured by the 
powerful and violent ruler of an infamous city with legends of untold wealth and unspeakable acts of 
violence to its name. Hoshi’tiwa is suddenly thrown into the court of the Dark Lord, and as she strug-
gles for power, she begins an illicit affair with the one man who has the ability to destroy her. Daughter 
of the Sun is a sweeping saga of one woman’s struggle to survive within the dangerous and exotic world 
of the Toltec court, an unforgettable novel of power, seduction, murder, and betrayal.

Running Time: 930 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Dawn of Ages / Jana Petken
Read by Norman Gilligan

As Normandy grows in power and stature, so too does its young duke, William of Normandy. Since 
childhood, he has been forced to endure the threat of assassination from powerful nobles who seek to 
overthrow him. After his guardians are murdered he begins to take revenge on his treacherous fam-
ily members and their allies. Troy of Lisieux is the illegitimate grandson of a Norman count. When 
his mother dies, he is left in the care of his Aunt Ermengarde, an icy, aloof woman who ignores his 
existence. When his grandfather is murdered, Troy begins to search for answers about his nameless 
father and dead mother. When Troy saves the Duke of Normandy’s life on a stormy winter’s night, their 
mutual desire for revenge against their enemies forges an unlikely friendship between them.

Running Time: 1239 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Deadly Night, Book 1 of the NashVegas Paranormal Series / Aiden James
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

The brutal murder of country singer, Candi Starr, heralds the beginning of a killing spree involving any-
one close to the music superstar. This includes her friend and personal psychic, Fiona Alea, who, along 
with her headstrong rock n’ roll husband, Jimmy, head up a paranormal investigative team known as 
NashVegas Paranormal. Fiona and Jimmy soon find themselves on a roller-coaster race through some 
of Music City’s most renowned historic sites and famous haunts, where a series of gruesome deaths 
bring the killer ever closer to the husband and wife ghost hunting team. As more and more horrifying 
revelations come to light, the couple closes in on an enemy both powerful and merciless—and one that 
will stop at nothing to protect the chilling truth behind one of Nashville’s darkest secrets.

Running Time: ~600 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Death Votes Last, Book 5 of the Jeff Trask Thriller Series / Marc Rainer
Read by Sam Bogart

With an evenly-divided United States Senate, the stakes are high for the nation’s political power bro-
kers. The leader of one party decides to change the numbers by arranging the elimination of one of the 
other party’s senators. As the senator’s death sends shock waves through the nation’s capital, federal 
prosecutor Jeff Trask and a team of FBI agents and police officers must solve not only the senator’s 
homicide, but the murder of one witness and the attempted murder of another. Further complicating 
their efforts is the fact that the trial of the killer must take place in the political swamp of Washington, 
D.C. As Trask and his team investigate the deaths and prepare for the trial of the century, the nation’s 
political fate hangs in the balance..  

Running Time: 577 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Death’s White Horses, Book 3 of the Jeff Trask Thriller Series / Marc Rainer
Read by James Conlan

Federal prosecutor Jeff Trask is back on the case, after a series of drug overdoses places investigators 
face to face with Los Zetas—the most dangerous of the Mexican drug cartels.  What begins as an inves-
tigation of local heroin trafficking soon turns into something far more serious. The cartel will do any-
thing to protect its cash flow–including a series of attacks against Trask’s team that cement Los Zetas’ 
status as one of the most ruthless criminal organizations of the century.  Inspired by actual events from 
Mexico’s cartel wars, Death’s White Horses is Marc Rainer’s third book featuring federal prosecutor Jeff 
Trask. While showcasing the challenges faced by law enforcement on both sides of the border, it also 
highlights the deadly consequences seen on either end of the US-Mexico drug trade.  

Running Time: 556 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

December Boys, Book 2 of the Jay Porter Series / Joe Clifford
Read by Timothy McKean

Jay Porter, the newest employee at a New Hampshire insurance company is investigating an accident 
claim when he learns the teenager behind the wheel was arrested for drug possession and sentenced to 
a hardcore behavioral modification center. At the county courthouse Jay meets a young college intern, 
who tips him off to a possible scandal: first-time juvenile offenders being shipped to private institu-
tions for political kickbacks. He learns that a couple long-time family nemeses may have a stake in the 
scheme. Is Jay’s thirst for revenge driven by the guilt he feels over his own junkie brother’s death? Jay 
finds himself thrust back into a past he had hoped to leave behind, putting everything—and everyone 
he loves—at risk in pursuit of the truth. 

Running Time: 472 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Decimus Fate and the Talisman of Dreams, Book 1 / Peter A. Flannery
Read by Norman Gilligan

When the members of a remote monastery are struck down by a mysterious illness, they enlist the aid 
of a former demon hunter and a man known as the Sage of Blackfell House. Setting out to find a cure, 
they soon find themselves caught in a web of danger from ruthless crime lords, vengeful assassins and 
evil magic users who draw their power from the realm of demons. But why should a mission of mercy 
attract such grave and dangerous threats? Because the Sage of Blackfell House was once a feared and 
notorious sorcerer and his name is Decimus Fate. 

Running Time: 459 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Decimus Fate and the Butcher of Guile, Book 2 / Peter A. Flannery
Read by Norman Gilligan

When two young men go missing, Fate and the Tutor find themselves caught up in a fight for survival 
against dark witches, mystical assassins and subterranean terrors in the flooded sewers of Guile. Their 
search for the truth brings them face to face with the notorious Butcher of Guile. But could it be that 
the greatest threat comes from much closer to home? Meanwhile, in the city of Dymhaven, Sienna 
Blade tries to free her friend from prison while a prominent mage is arrested and killed by Fate’s great-
est adversary, the dark sorcerer known as Oruthian Bohr. Is this a one-off attack or just the beginning 
of a plot to unleash the horrors of the demonic realm?

Running Time: 498 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Delphinus Chronicles / RG Roane
Read by Helen Lisanti

A remarkably original story about a computer with too much power and an ocean-going species about 
which we know far too little. For those in search of a hint, look to the night sky for the Constellation 
Delphinus, also known as “The Dolphin.” Simon, a supercomputer, is retired to an obscure college 
where it is programmed with the ability to learn languages. The school is adjacent to an aquatic amuse-
ment park, and their innocent project soon spirals into a torrent of unintended consequences.

Running Time: 439 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Devil Mountain / Aiden James
Read by Timothy McKean

The renowned Lovers’ Lane ravine in the heart of Cades Cove rests quietly below moonlit skies at 
night, and John Running Deer can once again enjoy the seclusion of his Smoky Mountain residence—
almost. A ghost known only as Galiena has kept watch over the deity siblings of Teutates buried in an-
other ravine—this one near Cherokee, North Carolina. A recent Supreme Court judgment has allowed 
a ruthless land developer to capitalize on his ancestor’s claim to this ravine and the surrounding hills 
nestled below a majestic mountain disdained by the Cherokee as Tsvsgina Odalv, or Devil Mountain. 
Ancient deities have awakened from the construction of luxury cabins already completed in the area, 
and are thirsty for fresh blood after such a long slumber. 

Running Time: 344 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Devils’ Cradle / Darcy Daniel
Read by Caz Adams

On Australia’s island state, more than one species of Tasmanian Devil exists. Beneath the surface of 
Nina Holt’s perfect marriage lurks a life of terror inflicted upon her by her politically powerful husband 
Michael and his brother Greg, a sadistic detective. For over a decade they have managed to keep Nina 
imprisoned, using her to satisfy their every whim.  Worse still, the only light in her life—her 9-year-old 
son, Sam—considers Michael a hero. When Sam imitates Michael’s violence by lashing out at her, Nina 
knows it’s time for both of them to escape before Sam truly turns into the monster Michael is grooming 
him to become.  After crashing her car in her haste to escape, Nina finds herself with nowhere left to 
run. Cornered, she has no choice but to face evil head-on.

Running Time: 728 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Dishonor Thy Father / Mike Robinson & M.J. Richards
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

ESCAPE. DECEPTION. MURDER. Amid political and racial protests in a Los Angeles hospital, fe-
male surgeon Dr. Marika Javid is brutally murdered. In the ensuing investigation, Detective Michael 
Tucci finds himself compromising his job and his life as he embroils himself in an affair with the 
victim’s associate, the beautiful and enigmatic Dr. Tara White—who could be the killer’s next target. 
Inspired by the controversial issue of honor killings, Dishonor Thy Father is a multicultural thriller 
spanning three decades and two continents that boldly explores contemporary issues of ethnicity, sex-
ism, spirituality, and social mores in today’s complex and heated political environment.

Running Time: 505 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Divine Arsonist / Jacob Nordby
Read by the Author

Why does the author asks readers to burn this book?  Find out as you follow the main character in 
an adventure of the mind and spirit. A burned-out businessman takes an unplanned vacation to his 
mountain lodge and meets a strange visitor who issues a startling summons. He is to leave his whole 
life behind and journey into the unknown on a mission which may have world-changing impact. Faced 
with the agony of this decision, he realizes that he may not have any choice against the hand of destiny.

Running Time: 504 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Divining / Barbara Wood
Read by Maureen Jones

Ancient Rome: 54 C.E. Nineteen-year-old Ulrika is plagued with strange visions and dreams. In order 
to discover the truth behind her past and her unusual powers, Ulrika embarks on a dangerous journey 
to her father’s homeland, Germania. There, she discovers her calling, a rare gift known as the Divining. 
Sent on a quest to find her destiny, she travels to the vast and exotic countries of Syria, Babylon, and 
Persia. Along the way she learns to harness her ability to heal and protect others. Ulrika’s journey also 
brings her close to the handsome trader Sebastianus Gallus, who must depart for his own quest to the 
Far East to gain riches for the powerful emperor Nero. But can Ulrika reunite with the man she loves, 
fulfill her profound destiny, and usher in a new era in Rome under the threatening rule of Nero?   

Running Time: 893 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Domina / Barbara Wood
Read by Marion Castle

Set in England and America from the late nineteenth century through the first decades of the twenti-
eth, Domina is the inspiring saga of one woman’s personal and professional triumph against the preju-
dices of her time.  Beautiful and courageous, Samantha Hargrave dares to dream that she will become 
one of the first female doctors—and surgeons—in America. Born in the slums of London, Samantha 
struggles to enter the all-male medical profession. When her ambition encounters hostile rejection in 
England, she sails to America, where she meets the second of the three men who will change her life 
forever—and love just might interfere with her ambition. Acclaimed novelist Barbara Wood reveals 
her remarkable talent by capturing Samantha’s indomitable spirit, making Domina a literary triumph.

Running Time: 1,225 minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Dreamshores: Monster Island / Mike Robinson
Read by Jason Keller

A yacht cruising the South Pacific is pulled through a strange corridor of fog. On the other side, the 
crew find themselves on the shores of an extraordinary island, a monstrous place of dinosaurs and ter-
rifying creatures that should not exist in this world. Sierra Nevada Smith was always chasing monsters, 
whether through the pages of her favorite books or in the films of legendary stop-motion animator 
Russell Boylan. Now those monsters are all too real and to survive she will need that knowledge to 
learn the secrets of this mysterious Monster Island.  

Running Time: 481 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Dreaming / Barbara Wood
Read by Sharyn Doolan

Australia, 1871—Following her mother’s death, Joanna Drury travels to Melbourne to claim the prop-
erty left to her by her mother—and to trace the mysteries of her family’s past.  From her first steps on 
shore, Joanna becomes entangled with a lost boy who leads her to the fascinating Hugh Westbrook. She 
agrees to look after the child in exchange for Hugh’s help in finding her inheritance. But she falls deeply 
in love with Hugh and with life at his sheep station, Merinda.  When strange nightmares begin to 
plague her—the same that tormented her mother—Joanna starts to notice the Aborigines’ strange re-
action to her. Delving into Australia’s past, she discovers the tragic events that have marked her family’s 
destiny and her own life, events that happened long ago in the time the Aborigines call “the Dreaming.”  

Running Time: 1,125 Minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Dysphoria: Rise, Book 6 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

The Celestial War is past. The Court of Enigmus has been under new management for half a century. 
Leid Koseling awakens to find she can see things that her subjects can’t. As the Court of Enigmus tries 
to identify exactly what their Queen has become, a deadly mistake sets the stage for a new discovery: 
there is much more to Exo’daius than they realized. And with that discovery brings a new threat, set to 
wipe the Vel’Haru off the face of the Exodian map. Enigmus’s newest recruit, Pariah Andosyni, hopes 
to prove himself a worthy scholar, and his chance comes when he is sent with a seasoned group to 
explore a post-apocalyptic world in search of clues surrounding their enemies.  

Running Time: 456 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Dysphoria: Permanence, Book 7 of the Hymn of the Multiverse Series  / Terra Whiteman
Read by RD Watson

The Court of Enigmus has abandoned their post and gone into hiding on an icy post-apocalyptic 
world, working desperately to find a way to defend themselves against the Framers and keep Leid out of 
Sarine’s warpath. Sarine-376 has a new partner, Inspector Dracian-786. His expertise offers hope that 
finding the Vel’Haru responsible for her companions’ deaths is within reach. But Dracian proves to be 
an anomaly, instead leading Sarine down a path of truths, tragedies and deceptions at the very heart of 
the Codemaker’s Universe. Here begins the story of the twelve Aphoric Engines. Proceed with caution, 
for existential dread is imminent.

Running Time: 368 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Emancipation / Jo Michaels
Read by Norman Gilligan

Tobias Butler has been sitting on death row since being sentenced for a gruesome murder in 2007. 
Bored out of his mind, he decided to apply to the online penpal program in 2012. It’s a pleasant dis-
traction—nothing more, nothing less—for three years, until he’s contacted by a beautiful, smart young 
lawyer named Jess. She’s convinced he’s innocent and wants to see him freed. As they organize their 
attack on the judicial system, he wonders how she plans to get his conviction overturned—because he’s 
guilty, and he knows it. Jess is desperate to release him—and he’s desperate to feel his hands squeeze 
the life out of her once she does.   

Running Time: 437 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Errant Flock - Book 1 of the Errant Flock Trilogy / Jana Petken
Read by Norman Gilligan

Valencia, Spain, 1491. The ambitions of four men collide in a deadly game of intrigue. A young militia-
man is forced to carry out a heinous crime, and he becomes an unwitting pawn in a tense battle for 
power. The duke of Sagrat sacrifices his own people to cover up dark secrets that could see him burnt 
at the stake for treason. Sagrat’s lord treasurer is a cruel and unscrupulous man, willing to eliminate 
anyone who opposes his rise to power. The inquisitor zealously punishes heretics for their sins against 
Rome and her Holy Office. But bringing the Inquisition to the town of Sagrat proves more challenging 
than he or the church could ever have envisaged. In the midst of chaos, the people of Sagrat, terrorized 
by a series of murders, face an even greater danger with the arrival of the Inquisition.

Running Time: 737 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

False Hope - A Rachael Thoman Novel, Book 2 / Angie Martin
Read by Melissa Zartman

Rachel Thomas has spent the last four years running from her past. Forced into Witness Protection and 
exiled from the rest of the world, she manages to survive, but still lives each day in fear of being found 
again while trying to overcome her emotional wounds and misdeeds as a criminal. Mark Jacobson 
wants nothing more than to provide Rachel with the normal life she’s always wanted. Dealing with his 
own scars and helpless to change their situation, he struggles to maintain his tenuous hold on his anger. 
To find peace in a world she can share with Mark, Rachel agrees to help the FBI bring down all those 
who are after her. While the FBI believes she and Mark are safe, they are being watched closer than ever 
before. And, someone is ready to bring her home for good. 

Running Time: 381 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

False  Security - A Rachael Thoman Novel, Book 1 / Angie Martin
Read by Amy Landon

Rachel Thomas longs for normalcy, but if she stops running she could die—or worse.  Chased by a past 
that wishes to imprison her, haunted by dreams that seek to destroy her, Rachel finds solace in a love 
she could not predict. A love she cannot deter.  Mark Jacobson is the man who never needed love. He 
has his bookstore, his bachelorhood, and his freedom. In the moment he meets Rachel, he is swept into 
a world he didn’t know existed. One filled with the purest of love. One filled with betrayal, lies, and 
murder.  Now Rachel and Mark are forced to face her past. The truth may kill them both.  False Secu-
rity is the first novel in the Rachel Thomas Series. It contains domestic violence and sexual violence. 
Listener discretion is advised.   

Running Time: 697 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Far River / Barbara Wood
Read by Lisa Larsen

For as long as anyone could remember, the Schallers and the Newmans had been enemies. When 
the skeletal remains of a victim of foul play are discovered at the Schaller estate, a decades-old feud 
between the rival winemaking families is reignited and dark secrets begin to see the light of day. Set 
against the lush backdrop of the rolling hills of California’s Central Coast, The New York Times best-
selling author Barbara Wood’s thirtieth novel is a generation-spanning saga of love, treachery, and 
bitterly held grudges.

Running Time: 1,318 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Final Crossing / Carter Wilson
Read by Norman Gilligan

Rudiger doesn’t kill because he wants to. He kills because he needs to. When the sadistic Preacherman 
stole the last bit of Rudiger’s already troubled childhood soul, Rudiger lost himself forever. As an adult, 
Rudiger has committed atrocities even he cannot explain and he yearns for the End of Days to release 
him from his pain. God has told him he must crucify The One to bring about the Final Judgment, but 
Rudiger is left to his own special abilities to figure out who The One is. Thus begins Rudiger’s horrify-
ing journey across continents in hopes of bringing an end to the world, one nail at a time. One man 
remembers what Rudiger is capable of. Now Jonas himself could be a target on Rudiger’s quest.

Running Time: 584 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Finders Keepers / Sean Costello
Read by Andy White

Ever dreamed of winning the lottery? One of those massive, life-altering purses? Join Keith Whipple 
and his daughter Kate as they do just that, netting ten million dollars in a single-winner draw. Share 
in their excitement, the dreams that leap into their lives fully-formed, suddenly within easy reach. But 
that kind of money, the heady sense of power it brings, do we control it?  Or does it control us?  Join 
the Whipples and their ill-fated ticket on a blood-fueled ride of greed, deception and murder, in a game 
in which there can be only one winner.   

Running Time: 505 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

First and Only / Peter Flannery
Read by R.D. Watson

Do you believe in psychics? What if there really was someone who could see into the future, read peo-
ple’s thoughts and move things with their mind? What kind of person would they be and how would 
they reveal themselves to the world? Psimon is just such a man, a real and genuine psychic. But Psimon 
has a problem. In five days time he is going to die at the hands of a serial killer known only as Lucifer. 
His only hope is to enlist the services of former SAS soldier, Steve Brennus, a man whose family life 
and business have just collapsed in ruins. Psimon knows he is going to die. He has seen it. But could a 
former SAS soldier have the strength to overcome the visions of the world’s first psychic?  

Running Time: 505 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

For Nothing: An Upstate New York Mafia Tale , Book 1 / Nicholas Denmon 
Read by Bill Murray

Undercover cop Alex Vaughn goes deeper than ever into the organized crime family of Buffalo, NY. 
Motivated by justice and revenge, he seeks out the assassin that laid his friend Jack low.  Professional 
killer Rafael Rontego traverses the deadly politics of Buffalo’s mafia underbelly. In a city whose winter 
can be just as deadly as those wielding power, Rontego tries to stay ahead of the game.  Their two 
worlds collide in this epic thriller that takes the reader on a search for self, justice, and truth.  

Running Time: 455 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Forever Man, Book 1: Pulse / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The first pulse occurred in the old calendar year of 2022. A sequence of gigantic solar flares created 
a series of massive electromagnetic pulses that stopped the heart of our modern world and returned 
us to the Dark Ages. Tens of thousands died within the first few hours as airplanes fell from the skies, 
hospitals ceased to work and every form of modern transportation ground to a halt. Marine Master 
Gunnery Sergeant Nathaniel Hogan finds that he has been changed by the huge amounts of Gamma 
radiation in the solar flares. They have enhanced his natural abilities, giving him increased speed, 
strength and healing. Indefinitely extended his life span and enabling him to draw on the power of the 
solar flares to create magik. Making him – The Forever Man.  

Running Time: 304 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95

The Forever Man, Book 2: Axeman / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The first pulse occurred in the old calendar year of 2022. A sequence of gigantic solar flares created 
a series of massive electromagnetic pulses that stopped the heart of our modern world and returned 
us to the Dark Ages. Tens of thousands died within the first few hours as airplanes fell from the skies, 
hospitals ceased to work and every form of modern transportation ground to a halt. Marine Master 
Gunnery Sergeant Nathaniel Hogan finds that he has been changed by the huge amounts of Gamma 
radiation in the solar flares. They have enhanced his natural abilities, giving him increased speed, 
strength and healing. Indefinitely extended his life span and enabling him to draw on the power of the 
solar flares to create magik. Making him—The Forever Man. 

Running Time: 249 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Forever Man, Book 3: Clan War / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The first pulse occurred in the old calendar year of 2022. A sequence of gigantic solar flares created 
a series of massive electromagnetic pulses that stopped the heart of our modern world and returned 
us to the Dark Ages. Tens of thousands died within the first few hours as airplanes fell from the skies, 
hospitals ceased to work and every form of modern transportation ground to a halt. Marine Master 
Gunnery Sergeant Nathaniel Hogan finds that he has been changed by the huge amounts of Gamma 
radiation in the solar flares. They have enhanced his natural abilities, giving him increased speed, 
strength and healing. Indefinitely extended his life span and enabling him to draw on the power of the 
solar flares to create magik. Making him—The Forever Man. 

Running Time: 287 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Forever Man, Book 4: Unicorn / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The first pulse occurred in the old calendar year of 2022. A sequence of gigantic solar flares created 
a series of massive electromagnetic pulses that stopped the heart of our modern world and returned 
us to the Dark Ages. Tens of thousands died within the first few hours as airplanes fell from the skies, 
hospitals ceased to work and every form of modern transportation ground to a halt. Marine Master 
Gunnery Sergeant Nathaniel Hogan finds that he has been changed by the huge amounts of Gamma 
radiation in the solar flares. They have enhanced his natural abilities, giving him increased speed, 
strength and healing. Indefinitely extended his life span and enabling him to draw on the power of the 
solar flares to create magik. Making him—The Forever Man. 

Running Time: 249 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Forever Man, Book 5: Betrayal / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The first pulse occurred in the old calendar year of 2022. A sequence of gigantic solar flares created 
a series of massive electromagnetic pulses that stopped the heart of our modern world and returned 
us to the Dark Ages. Tens of thousands died within the first few hours as airplanes fell from the skies, 
hospitals ceased to work and every form of modern transportation ground to a halt. Marine Master 
Gunnery Sergeant Nathaniel Hogan finds that he has been changed by the huge amounts of Gamma 
radiation in the solar flares. They have enhanced his natural abilities, giving him increased speed, 
strength and healing. Indefinitely extended his life span and enabling him to draw on the power of the 
solar flares to create magik. Making him—The Forever Man. 

Running Time: 292 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Forever Man, Book 6: Rebirth / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The first pulse occurred in the old calendar year of 2022. A sequence of gigantic solar flares created 
a series of massive electromagnetic pulses that stopped the heart of our modern world and returned 
us to the Dark Ages. Tens of thousands died within the first few hours as airplanes fell from the skies, 
hospitals ceased to work and every form of modern transportation ground to a halt. Marine Master 
Gunnery Sergeant Nathaniel Hogan finds that he has been changed by the huge amounts of Gamma 
radiation in the solar flares. They have enhanced his natural abilities, giving him increased speed, 
strength and healing. Indefinitely extended his life span and enabling him to draw on the power of the 
solar flares to create magik. Making him—The Forever Man. 

Running Time: 402 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Forever Man, Book 7: Dragonland / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

Nate, Tad and Kob have traveled to a new land. And this time—there’s Dragons! More battles, more 
enemies to overcome and new allies to make. Can the three friends once again change the face of the 
new world? The Forever Man: Book 7: Dragonland is the next novel in the genre-bending Forever Man 
fantasy series. If you like post-apocalyptic heroes, battles against mythical creatures, and wild temporal 
jumps, then you’ll love Craig Zerf ’s crackling mashup. 

Running Time: 317 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Forever Man, Book 8: Cavalry / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The next novel in the genre-bending Forever Man fantasy series. If you like post-apocalyptic heroes, 
battles against mythical creatures, and wild temporal jumps, then you’ll love Craig Zerf ’s crackling 
mashup.

Running Time: 307 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Forever Man, Book 9: Onslaught/ Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

The ninth book in the genre-bending Forever Man fantasy series. If you like post-apocalyptic heroes, 
battles against mythical creatures, and wild temporal jumps, then you’ll love Craig Zerf ’s crackling 
mashup.

Running Time: 308 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Frame 232 / Wil Mara 
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

The time had come, she decided, to rid herself of this burden, to take the steps necessary to put the 
matter to rest once and for all. And the first step, she knew—against every instinct and desire—was to 
watch that film.  During the reading of her mother’s will, Sheila Baker discovers that she has inherited 
everything her parents ever possessed, including their secrets. A mysterious safe-deposit box key leads 
her to the answers to one of history’s greatest conspiracies: Who killed John F. Kennedy? Not only does 
she have the missing film, revealing her mother as the infamous babushka lady, but she has proof that 
there was more than one shooter.  On the run from people who would stop at nothing to keep secrets 
buried, Sheila turns to billionaire sleuth Jason Hammond for help. 

Running Time: 729 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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From the Ashes of Amiens / Jana Petken
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

January 1944—a senior member of the French Resistance betrays his comrades to the Abwehr and 
Gestapo. Within hours, the Germans arrest hundreds of suspected resistance fighters and incarcerate 
them in the infamous Amiens prison. When a Resistance spy inside the prison informs his leaders of 
German plans to conduct mass executions within weeks, they are helpless to respond. In a last-ditch 
effort to free their Résistants awaiting death or deportation to labour camps, they turn to the British for 
help. Only a Royal Air Force strike can knock down the prison’s walls and free the inmates before it’s 
too late. Will the British agree to the audacious request? Will a bomb attack kill more prisoners than it 
will save? As the RAF and MI6 debate these questions, the Germans are already executing prisoners.

Running Time: 932 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Gathering of the Damned, Book 3 of the Errant Flock Trilogy / Jana Petken
Read by Norman Gilligan

The Sagrat militiamen suspend their hunt for Alejandro and return to Valencia to discover that they 
have become the prey. When Rafael Perato is abducted at the Inquisitor’s funeral, he finds himself fac-
ing a new and dangerous enemy. What his captor wants with him is unclear, but as the days turn to 
weeks Rafael is plunged deeper and deeper into a web of deceit and betrayal. David Sanz is marked for 
death after he uncovers a deadly secret and must choose between his duty to find Rafael Perato and his 
need to evade capture. Brilliant characters and riveting plots make The Gathering of The Damned an 
epic conclusion to The Flock Trilogy.

Running Time: 825 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The German Half-Bloods / Jana Petken
Read by Alistair Davis

Germany, September 1939. At the outbreak of war, the Vogel family faces catastrophic events and 
separation as each member embarks on their deadly paths towards survival, love, and freedom. In a bid 
to keep his English wife and children safe, Dieter is plunged into a well of deceit that tears the family 
apart. Paul is coerced into working in the Nazi eugenics programme and soon discovers that sterilising 
handicapped and mentally-ill Germans is just a prelude to a more lethal plan. When Wilmot confronts 
a mass killing of Jews in Poland he finds himself imprisoned in the infamous Dachau concentration 
camp. Hannah leaves Berlin on the eve of the German invasion of Poland, but when she arrives in 
England, she learns that Frank is not the civilian engineer he claims to be.

Running Time: 901 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Getaway, Book 2 of the Sam Archer Thriller Series / Tom Barber
Read by John Sackville

A series of violent bank robberies have been carried out across New York City, all by the same five-
man team. With pressure from Washington mounting and the heists continuing, the FBI is desperately 
searching for leads. Across the city, Sam Archer is in town for a funeral where he is approached by an 
old family friend who works out of the FBI’s New York office. He’s leading the case against the thieves 
and has a proposition for Archer. He needs the English counter-terrorist cop to go undercover and try 
to get inside their circle and gain their trust. Archer is ready to refuse, but his old acquaintance tells 
him something else, a shocking revelation that ties Archer to this case personally. It’s all the convincing 
he needs. He agrees to the plan, and goes undercover.

Running Time: 468 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Gilbert House, Book 2 of the Temple of the Blind Series / Brian Harmon
Read by Norman Gilligan

Last year Albert and Brandy discovered a fantastic labyrinth hidden deep beneath the streets of Briar 
Hills, Missouri. Now, strange telephone messages are stirring up the memories of those dark passages, 
but when a strange envelope is given to him, Albert finds that he is being steered not toward the univer-
sity’s steam tunnels again, but to the bizarre ruins of Gilbert House in the woods north of the campus. 
There, amid the crumbling walls and overgrown brush, Albert, Brandy and her best friend, Nicole, 
encounter Wayne, another local student who was also lured to these ruins by a mysterious envelope. 
Banding together, the four of them descend into the recently opened cellar door and discover the 
nightmarish secrets that have long been hidden within the terrible hallways of Gilbert House.

Running Time: 269 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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This Golden Land / Barbara Wood
Read by Vanessa Labrie

A sweeping historical saga of Australia and a love story of one determined young woman who must 
choose between the two devoted men she loves. Eighteen-year-old Hannah Conroy has always dreamed 
of following in her father’s footsteps as a healer. But in nineteenth-century England, the medical pro-
fession is closed to women. She sees midwifery as a back door into that world, but her fledgling career 
is crushed by personal tragedy. Seeking to escape a possible murder conviction in England, Hannah’s 
world is turned upside down as she boards a boat bound for Melbourne. In Australia, Hannah must 
fight for acceptance as a medical professional. She falls in love with and must decide between an Amer-
ican photographer seeking a new life in Australia, and a rowdy outlaw fleeing arrest. 

Running Time: 969 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Give Up the Dead, Book 3 of the Jay Porter Series / Joe Clifford
Read by Timothy McKean

Jay Porter almost lost his life following a devastating accident on the thin ice of Echo Lake. His investi-
gative work uncovering a kids-for-cash scandal may have made his hometown of Ashton, New Hamp-
shire, a safer place, but nothing comes without a price. Jay is just putting his life back together when a 
mysterious stranger stops by with an offer too good to be true: a large sum of cash in exchange for find-
ing a missing teenage boy who may have been abducted by a radical recovery group in the northern 
New Hampshire wilds. Skeptical of gift horses and weary of reenlisting in the local drug war, Jay passes 
on the offer. The next day his boss is found beaten and left for dead, painting Jay the main suspect. As 
clues begin to tie the two cases together, Jay finds himself back on the job and back in the line of fire.

Running Time: 437 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Green City in the Sun / Barbara Wood
Read by Edie Tusor

A magnificent saga of two proud and powerful families—one British, one African—and their battle 
over Kenya’s destiny in the twentieth century.  In 1917, Dr. Grace Treverton arrives in Kenya, deter-
mined to bring modern medicine to the African natives. Her brother, Sir Valentine Treverton, has his 
own dream for the British protectorate: to establish an agricultural empire to rival any in England. The 
aspirations of the wealthy Trevertons collide with those of the Mathenge tribe, an African family that 
has lived on the land for years. Grace soon finds a deadly rival in Mama Wachera, an African medicine 
woman who fights to maintain native traditions against the encroaching whites. After Wachera curses 
the Trevertons, a series of tragedies threatens to destroy what the once-great family fought to create. 

Running Time: 1,684 minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD

Green Light, Book 7 of the Sam Archer Thriller Series / Tom Barber
Read by Bill Murray

Alone in an apartment in New York City, a frightened young woman is packing her bags in a hurry. 
Only two other people in the vicinity who’re just stopping off to pick up something to eat on their 
way home from work—NYPD Detectives Sam Archer and Alice Vargas.  After a dramatic and tragic 
confrontation, Archer is drawn into the case, and soon learns the beautiful blond girl isn’t the only 
one being hunted. People connected to her are vanishing all over New York City; no one knows what’s 
happened to them, or where they’ve gone. As he and his fellow Counter-Terrorism Bureau detectives 
search for answers, they become embroiled in a vicious gang war that goes back over seventy years. The 
number of vanished keeps on rising.  And soon, Archer is added to that list. 

Running Time: 549 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Grenade Bouquets, Book 2 of the Runaway Train Series / Lee Matthew Goldberg
Read by Kelly Brennan

The year is 1995 and my parents have finally allowed me to take the summer to tour in a VW van across 
the country with my boyfriend Evan and our band. Yes, my dream to be a singer became reality. Even 
with Clarissa, Evan’s jealous ex-girlfriend, as the lead singer, it’s my presence on stage that led us to 
a major record deal. There are moments you’ll always remember in life, but I can’t imagine anything 
more cool than hearing your song on the radio for the first time. But being a Rockstar isn’t as easy as it 
sounds. Using alcohol and drugs as coping mechanisms, nothing but tension surrounded me, hurting 
my still blossoming relationship, and continued grieving over my sister’s death.

Running Time: 366 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Guardian of Secrets / Jana Petken
Read by John Sackville

Three generations struggle in this suspenseful and compelling saga, which begins in 1912, Kent, Eng-
land, and ends during the 1936-39 Spanish Civil War. After fleeing from an abusive husband accused of 
murder, Celia Merrill becomes embroiled in a Spanish Civil War. Celia’s two sons march under oppos-
ing banners, whilst her twin daughters take different paths; one to the Catholic Church and the other 
to the battlefields. And in the shadow of war, a sinister villain from the past resurfaces.

Running Time: 1237 minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD

The Hail Mary, An Emma Kane & Jacob Thorne Thriller / Todd Travis
Read by David Winograd

Jacob Thorne wakes in a locked room, his arms and legs handcuffed to a chair, an IV in his elbow at-
tached to a bag of saline solution. A note informs him to make the liquid last, as that it is all he gets. 
Emma Kane is abducted by armed mercenaries told that unless she finds the missing daughter of a 
ruthless billionaire, her partner and lover Jacob Thorne will die of thirst, trapped in a hidden room. She 
has eleven days before his fluid runs out to crack a three-year-old cold case that no one has yet been 
able to solve. This is the wealthy father’s Hail Mary plan to save his daughter before she’s murdered by 
an unknown kidnapper. Will Kane find the missing girl before her lover dies?  Do Thorne and Kane 
have a Hail Mary plan of their own, before it’s too late?

Running Time: 379 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Here After / Sean Costello
Read by Timothy McKean

Following the death of his ten-year-old son, physician Peter Croft embarks on a desperate, seemingly 
random search for a missing child, risking his sanity, even his life in a grief-induced quest. His journey 
propels him into the darkest reaches of human suffering and pits him squarely against an adversary 
whose own obsession defies all reason. Here After is a story of love, loss, obsession and redemption, 
with gripping action sequences and a subtle paranormal underpinning. A compelling read from a sea-
soned storyteller, Costello’s sixth novel will keep you listening deep into the night. 

Running Time: 566 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Hermit / Shayne McClendon
Read by Amy Landon

When Dr. Ryan Wallace retreats to the Alaskan wilderness to find peace with his past, the last thing 
he expects is to stumble across a broken woman barely clinging to life.  As he watches her fight her 
way back from hell, his own problems begin to pale in comparison. When she returns to her world, 
he finally understands—there are some things you just can’t live without.  Discover two people strong 
enough to fight their personal demons and find a love that trumps their pasts.

Running Time: 196 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

He Who Laughs Last / Gary Kassay
Read by Andy White

EVIL. I have often thought of the world and all the evil I have seen. Since the beginning of time, phi-
losophers, writers, poets, witch doctors, shamans and ordinary men have tried to identify it, root it 
out, use it for their own purposes, describe it and make excuses for it. There was a difference between 
people who were evil and those who were truly EVIL. No part of their soul had any good in it and 
having no conscience or feelings for anyone else. Just pure, unadulterated evil. I can tell you there are 
no excuses, nor rhyme or reason for the people who were all evil. At first, they looked the same as you 
or I, until they revealed themselves, and reveal themselves was something they eventually had to do.

Running Time: 546 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Hidden Pearl / J.E. Laufer
Read by Deva Marie Gregory

It was 1939 and Hitler’s troops were advancing into Poland. At ten years old, Pearl’s world and her 
family’s lives were turned upside down. Hidden Pearl is an unforgettable story, vividly capturing young 
Pearl’s ordeal during the Holocaust.  This is a story about courage, hope and the resilience of a young 
girl and her family during a devastating time in our history. 

Running Time: 200 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Honest Sid / Ronald Probstein
Read by James Conlan

If you’re going to live outside the law, you’d better be honest. This seeming paradox was the operating 
principle of Sid Probstein’s life. Guileless and endlessly optimistic, he was known as Honest Sid around 
his stomping ground of New York’s Broadway. Sid wasn’t a tough guy, or even a bad guy. He just never 
had the patience for the “straight” life, grinding out a living at some monotonous desk job. He was the 
quintessential American dreamer, always sure that the good life was just one big score away, a man who 
never stopped believing in his own good luck, even when the evidence said otherwise. He had all the 
tools, he was charming, good-looking, quick-witted and decent, but he had an obsession he couldn’t 
escape. 

Running Time: 388 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Horns of the Devil, Book 2 of the Jeff Trask Thriller Series / Marc Rainer
Read by James Conlan

The beheaded body of an ambassador’s son is dumped on the curb in front of his father’s embassy just 
blocks from the White House. Federal prosecutor Jeff Trask and an FBI task force are called upon to 
solve the murder. Their search for the killers leads to the MS-13, a hyper-violent gang from El Salvador, 
but Trask and his team soon learn that someone else is also tracking their suspects, and with deadly ef-
ficiency. When Trask himself becomes a target, he realizes that he is caught in a cross-fire between two 
of the most ruthless organizations in the western hemisphere. Author Marc Rainer brings more than 
three decades of investigative and prosecutorial experience to this follow-up to his hit novel Capital 
Kill.

Running Time: 506 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Housekeeping for the Soul / Sandra Carrington-Smith  
Read by Jennifer Vaughn

The first book to combine how-to, self-help and spiritual genres to address the needs of millions of 
readers as they strive to detach from the Culture of Chaos and embrace a life of balance. It is through 
this inner harmony and balance that one may then create a meaningful, authentic reality. With a down-
to-earth approach, the reader is guided through the process of emotional healing and renewal of spirit 
through the familiar analogy of housekeeping: cleaning, organizing, and “airing out” our lives, room 
by room, task by task.

Running Time: 291 minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Hudson Run / J.E. Cross  
Read by Patricia Santomasso

In a small, blue-collar railroad town, two conductors, Jackie McKeon and Sheri Daniels find them-
selves on the ride of their lives after finding money hidden on their train. With the mob on their heels 
and the F.B.I. close behind, how far they will go to save their lives all unfolds on a stretch of rail in 
upstate New York known as-the Hudson Run. By evening, as she and her enthusiastic but disorganized 
assistant conductor, Sheri Daniels, get ready to board the last train, they learn there’s a hit out on their 
lives...and the killers will be riding along. In the next few hours, the conductors see all their railroading 
skills, their wits, and their friendship tested. By dawn, their once predictable lives have been derailed. 

Running Time: 409 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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If Not for the Dawn / Dane St. John
Read by David DeBoy

Eight people are on a perilous collision course in a world that never sleeps. Their individual journeys 
are the culmination of a leading neurosurgeon’s herculean efforts to save his dying wife’s life. His re-
search results in a chance discovery that will later completely alter society when a pharmaceutical 
company releases the most explosive drug in a century, one that manipulates nucleotides in the human 
mind in a way that allows people to sleep and experience R.E.M. while they’re awake.  But the drug, if 
not taken properly, will have enormously hazardous consequences.

Running Time: 927 Minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Immortal Plague, Book 1 of the Judas Chronicles Series/ Aiden James
Read by Jason Keller

William Barrow carries a dark secret. A very dark secret. An archivist for the Smithsonian Institute 
and a part-time operative for the CIA, no one would ever suspect the handsome ‘thirty-ish’ William 
is the most reviled human being ever to walk the earth. His infectious warmth and sense of humor 
make such an assertion especially hard to believe. But long ago, William Barrow had another name…
one that is synonymous with shame and betrayal: Judas Iscariot. Forced to walk the earth as a cursed 
immortal, William/Judas is on a quest to reclaim the thirty silver shekels paid to him in exchange for 
Jesus Christ. Book 1 of the Judas Chronicles series.

Running Time: 333 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Immortal Reign, Book 2 of the Judas Chronicles Series/ Aiden James
Read by Jason Keller

William Barrow, the man originally known as Judas Iscariot is on a mission to recover thirty silver 
shekels once paid to him for his ultimate betrayal. But when his Russian nemesis, Viktor Kaslow, 
also becomes immortal, the stakes are immediately raised. Kaslow has followed William and his son, 
Alistair, to Hong Kong in search of a ‘blood coin’ passed down through Genghis Khan. The coin pres-
ently belongs to an esteemed Chinese collection. But along with the coin are other cursed items from 
the famed Mongol Emperor. William soon learns he can’t have the one without the others. While 
Kaslow closes in, seeking vengeance, William and Alistair race against the CIA and an unscrupulous 
American businessman intent on reaching the cursed ‘treasure trove’ before them. 

Running Time: 367 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Immortal Destiny, Book 3 of the Judas Chronicles Series/ Aiden James
Read by Jason Keller

William Barrow (AKA Judas Iscariot) is faced with recovering the silver coin he dreads above all 
others. Known as the “Singing Coin” among the ancients, this shekel was initially lost long ago—on 
the very night of Jesus Christ’s arrest in Jerusalem. A new murder spree has begun for the ruthless 
Kaslow, who races against William and the immortal Roderick Cooley to obtain the coin from a 
reclusive Essene sect residing in the Bolivian Andes. But unlike William and Kaslow’s previous con-
frontations, this one involves many more outside interests since this coin contains unusual proper-
ties. If it falls into the wrong hands, the entire world will be brought to its trembling knees. 

Running Time: 378 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Immortal Dragon, Book 4 of the Judas Chronicles Series/ Aiden James
Read by Jason Keller

William Barrow (aka Judas Iscariot) is tantalizingly close to finally having the life he has dreamed of 
with Beatrice and Alistair. But an ancient menace has successfully tracked William and Roderick to 
Virginia after hunting the pair for nearly five hundred years. This new threat once gained notoriety 
as the cruelest tyrant in recorded history: Vlad Tepes. Better known as Vlad the Impaler, this ruthless 
immortal carries an unquenchable thirst for torture, slavery, and bloodletting. The vampire’s lifeline 
to immortality is tied to a blood coin—one that William is reluctant to pursue. However, the welfare 
of his family, and the threat of bondage upon the entire world, there is no other choice. Find the 
Dragon Coin—or pay the ultimate price.

Running Time: 333 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Immortal Tyranny, Book 5 of the Judas Chronicles Series/ Aiden James
Read by Jason Keller

Krontos Lazarevic stands in the way of William Barrow (aka Judas Iscariot), finishing his quest to 
reclaim thirty silver pieces paid to him to betray Jesus Christ. Forced to flee an underground fortress 
in Abingdon, Virginia, William and his companions end up in the quirky spiritual town of Sedona, 
Arizona. For a short while, it appears they might finally have a moment to enjoy life without look-
ing over their shoulders. But the purchase of a horse ranch brings only temporary happiness once 
Krontos demands William’s surrender of the Dragon Coin. Amid this latest crisis, another blood coin 
resurfaces. Believed lost with the fall of the Third Reich, this coin was once legendary for miraculous 
events among prisoners at Stutthof and later Auschwitz concentration camps. 

Running Time: ~350 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Judgment of the Sentinels, Book 6 of the Temple of the Blind Series / Brian Harman
Read by Norman Gilligan

Albert Cross emerges from the terrifying labyrinths of the Temple of the Blind with a broken arm and 
a burdened heart, only to discover that he and his friends must now climb to the summit of a mountain 
engulfed in fire. Lost in a world of perpetual darkness, surrounded by countless miles of deadly for-
est, they have no choice but to journey onward or perish in this strange land where little separates the 
living from the dead. Exhausted, hungry and weak, they will need to rely on every skill they have to 
survive this final task, including those skills they don’t yet know they possess.

Running Time: 644 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Jump Seat, Book 9 of the Sam Archer Thriller Series / Tom Barber
Read by Rich Brennan

A plane carrying two hundred people crashes into the Atlantic Ocean. Eyewitnesses on a yacht say 
the flight, bound for the United States from Portugal, was on fire as it fell from the sky. The search is 
on to find the wreckage. Seventy two hours later, another plane goes missing, American Airlines 44, 
bound for New York from Paris, France; with terrorism now suspected, Archer and his team is sent 
somewhere they have never had to investigate a crime before. 35,000 feet up in the sky. As the team 
find themselves spread out around the world, the investigation pushes them all to their limit as they 
face an enemy more intelligent, determined and merciless than any they have faced before. Hundreds 
of lives have been lost and thousands more are on the line. One mistake and gravity will do the rest.

Running Time: ~600 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Junkie Love (Second Edition) / Joe Clifford
Read by Timothy McKean

From the cow fields of Connecticut to the streets of San Francisco, Joe Clifford’s Junkie Love traverses 
the lost highways of America, down the rocky roads of mental illness to the dead ends of addiction. 
Based on Clifford’s own harrowing experience with drugs as a rock ’n’ roll wannabe in the 1990s, the 
book draws on the best of Kerouac & the Beats, injecting a heavy dose of pulp fiction as it threads a 
rollicking narrative through a doomed love triangle, lit up by the many strange characters he meets 
along the way. Part road story, part resurrection tale, Junkie Love finds a way to laugh in one’s darkest 
hour, while never abandoning its heart in search of a home. This second edition includes a Foreword 
by Jerry Stahl (Permanent Midnight) and an updated Author’s Note by the author.

Running Time: 375 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Kill For You  / Lisa Regan
Read by Laura Jennings

FBI analyst Kassidy Bishop is assigned to the “For You” killer’s task force after a series of sadistic 
murders bearing the same signature arise in different parts of the country. The homicides are both 
calculated and savage, occurring in different states, but bearing the same signature: the words “for you” 
scribbled at each crime scene. The case chills Kassidy, bringing back memories of her own encounter 
with a violent criminal five years earlier. Kassidy’s mentor, legendary agent Talia “The Confessor” Cros-
sen knows the task force assignment is Kassidy’s chance to prove to her colleagues that she belongs in 
the Behavior Analysis Unit. The stakes rise when the task force links the killer’s signature to Kassidy.  

Running Time: 669 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Killer in Sight / Sandra Carrington-Smith
Read by David DeBoy

When a young woman is found murdered in a park, it is up to RPD detective Lieutenant Tom Lackey to 
locate her killer. With the help of professional photographer Kathy Spencer, Lackey unravels a mystery 
laden with psychosis and unexpected revelations. Kathy gets to work to prove her own theory: The last 
image viewed by the dying person can be lifted from the eyes of the victim to identify the murderer. 
Using her background in photography and her passion for iridology, Kathy enlists the help of a medical 
examiner who allows her to take shots of the victim’s eyes. Her findings are puzzling, but are supported 
by the dead girl’s ten-year-old sister who volunteers information provided by her imaginary friend. 

Running Time: 537 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Lamentation, Book 1 of the Jay Porter Series / Joe Clifford
Read by Timothy McKean

In a frigid New Hampshire winter, Jay Porter is trying to eke out a living and maintain some semblance 
of a relationship with his former girlfriend and their two-year-old son.  When he receives an urgent 
call that Chris, his drug-addicted brother, is being questioned by the sheriff about his missing junkie 
business partner, Jay feels obliged to come to his rescue.  After Jay negotiates his brother’s release from 
the county jail, Chris disappears into the night.  As Jay begins to search for him, he is plunged into a 
cauldron of ugly lies and long-kept secrets that could tear apart his small hometown and threaten the 
lives of Jay and all those he holds dear.  Powerful forces come into play that will stop at nothing until 
Chris is dead and the information he harbors is destroyed.

Running Time: 386 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Last Breath / Tom Barber
Read by Bill Murray

A sniper has killed three people in three different cities during the last seventy two hours and he’s gone 
to ground somewhere in Washington D.C. The lead suspect is a police officer. With the killer on the 
loose, individuals are taking the law into their own hands. A fourteen year old boy moves through 
the riot zone, determined to find the killer. A reporter tries to make her way into the city despite the 
rioting, wanting to get to the suspect before anyone else. In the eighth installment of the Sam Archer 
thriller series, the young NYPD cop finds himself drawn into a situation far beyond his control, in a 
city being torn apart by rioting and violence. Forced to fight or die and to protect others in danger in 
the streets, his focus is reduced to the absolute, most basic human instinct: survive.  

Running Time: 623 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Last Light Falling, Book 1 / J.E. Plemons
Read by Aoibhéann McCann

America in the year 2053, like most of the world, has undergone catastrophic earthquakes, famine, 
and an economic collapse. Orphaned at the age of nine, Fifteen-year-old Arena Power and her twin 
brother, Gabe, share the same birthday and the tragic loss of their parents. They also both have a birth-
mark on the back of their necks in the shape of a crucifix. On their fifteenth birthday, they receive a 
mystery letter and key from an estranged uncle. This key will unlock their fate, and it will be up to a 
priest, who has vowed to protect them since birth, to unfold the layers of their destiny—to undo the 
evil that has spoiled the world, and to help unleash God’s wrath upon those who have turned from Him 
in the last days of history. 

Running Time: 604 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Last Light Falling, Book 2 / J.E. Plemons
Read by Kristin Watson Heintz

Arena has left the nation’s administration with a dead president and a weakened military, and while 
the tragic memories continue to scar her, the government struggles to regroup without its leader. After 
months in hiding, Arena and her brother, Gabriel, soon discover that the government’s failed attempt 
to rebirth a broken nation has caused civil unrest like no other. After reuniting with their friends, 
Arena’s decision to stay changes when she discovers the secrets of a refugee camp behind a clandestine 
group of rebels, known as the Southern Resistance. With an opportunity to escape to a permanent safe 
haven, Arena risks her life to lead the new fellowship. But the darkest days are upon them, and with a 
new war brewing, Arena’s path will take a dark turn as her survival is in jeopardy. 

Running Time: 725 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Letters from Bud / Edited by Molly Brandenburg
Read by Eric Brandenburg

A remarkable, first-hand account of the harrowing air war in Europe as told by WW2 flight navigator 
and bombardier John “Bud” Brandenburg, in his letters home during the conflict, from 1944-45. With 
guts, wit and grace, Brandenburg records his experiences with the daring “Koltun crew,” which flew 30 
missions over Europe. Through numerous strokes of fate, the crew survived a run of missions with the 
“bloody” 492nd Bomb Group, a unit that endured an 80 percent casualty rate as the men faced down 
the seemingly unstoppable German Luftwaffe. Brandenburg’s letters create a stirring picture of one 
young man’s experiences during the war, as he served with the US Army Air Corps in Europe, North 
Africa and the Middle East. 

Running Time: 244 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Letters Never Sent / Sandra Moran
Read by Lisa Larsen

Three women, united by love and kinship, struggle to conform to the social norms of the times in 
which they lived. In 1931, Katherine leaves behind her small town in Kansas to live on her own in 
Chicago. There she meets Annie—a bold, outspoken feminist who challenges Katherine’s idea of who 
she thinks she is and what she thinks she wants in life.  In 1997, Katherine’s daughter, Joan, travels to 
Kansas to clean out her estranged mother’s house. In an old suitcase she finds a box containing sealed 
letters to a person identified only by a first initial.  Joan reads the unsent letters and discovers a woman 
completely different from the aloof and unyielding mother of her youth—a woman who had loved 
deeply and lost that love to circumstances beyond her control.  

Running Time: 798 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Leverage / Tom Spears
Read by the Author

Mark Carson was on a fast rise to the top of Global Guidance Corporation, but his wife’s multiple af-
fairs temporarily knocked him off the ladder.  After their divorce and some time spent trying to make 
sense of it all, he was working harder than ever to get ahead. But not everyone believes hard work is 
the way to advance one’s career.  Some want to jump straight to the front of the line any way they can. 
Even if it costs them their lives.

Running Time: 494 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Leverage, Book 2 of The Mistaken Series / Nancy S. Thompson
Read by Glenn Mckenzie

Four years ago, Tyler Karras’ quest to avenge his wife’s death led to all out war with San Francisco’s 
Russian Mafia. With the Bratva’s collapse and its king, Dmitri Chernov, long dead, all Ty wants now 
is to put it behind him and enjoy a second chance at life with his new bride, Hannah, and the child 
they’re expecting any day. But Chernov’s heir, Grigory Dmitriev, has returned, bitter and determined. 
He wants his kingdom back, and he’s more than willing to leverage Ty’s new family to get it. With his 
new family on the line, Ty will cross further into the dark side than he ever has before, challenging 
everything he believes about himself. 

Running Time: 809 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Long Fire / Meghan Tifft
Read by Laura Jennings

Natalie is propelled through life by pica, a disorder that has her eating a wide variety of inedibles—
from pencil shavings to foam peanuts to plastic doll parts. With her mother recently killed in a tragic 
house fire, and her runaway brother, Eliot, missing for years, Natalie and her father Boris only have 
each other. When a cryptic voicemail implicates her mother’s Gypsy roots in her untimely death, Nata-
lie begins to consider the demons that consumed her mother, and drove her brother away. With in-
creasing suspicion, she traces her mother’s mysterious family legacy back to the Gypsy neighborhood 
she left behind. As a wary Gypsy community tracks her every move, Natalie resolves to confront the 
dysfunctional and tragic figure at the heart of the mystery: the dead matriarch herself. 

Running Time: 655 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Magdalene Scrolls / Barbara Wood
Read by Norman Gilligan

When the first of the Magdalene Scrolls arrives, Professor Ben Messer is puzzled, intrigued, excited. 
What scholar of ancient languages wouldn’t be, when he held in his hands something even more as-
tonishing than the Dead Sea Scrolls—a scroll just discovered to contain the life story and last confes-
sion of a man who had lived in Jerusalem just after the death of Christ. By the time the second scroll 
arrives, Ben’s interest has begun to be more than professional. For it seems that David, the writer of 
the ancient scrolls, is in many ways very like Ben—and he seems to be speaking directly to Ben, across 
nearly 2,000 years of history. Before long, the terrifying transformation has begun, and there can be 
no turning back. 

Running Time: 651 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Man from Section Five / Jana Petken
Read by John Sackville

Brinley Knight accepts an offer from MI5 to become a spy in a shadowy world of espionage. As Britain 
stands at the edge of war, Brin learns that ‘defending the realm’ means duty before family. Hitler’s fifth 
columnists in Britain emerge from the darkness, as Germany’s military might eyes new territories east 
of the Rhine. German spies: aristocrats, politicians, wealthy businessmen, anti-Semites, and fascist 
groups operate in opulent dining rooms and in the back alleys of London’s East-End. Menacing preda-
tors, they hunt for information that could aid the Führer’s ambitions and stoke fires of division between 
the Jews, Communists, and British fascists. Britain is already at war, as the government tries to hold the 
political parties and British public together before the streets of England burn with hatred and revenge.  

Running Time: 926 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Millennial Fears / Debbie Boucher
Read by Candice Goodman

What if you and your best friend had the same birthday, right down to the minute, and your lives 
mirrored each other’s in strange ways?  MILLENNIAL FEARS introduces the reader to Jazmín Valdez 
and Stephanie Bengochea, girls who share everything including their love of a childhood friend, Pe-
dro Garcia. But once Jaz and Steph leave the Eastern Sierra for college, their bonds are tested. Blessed 
with madrinas, Jaz and Steph struggle with the guidance their female mentors offer as they compete 
for their hearts and minds. Yet it is only when Angelica, Rosa Rodriguez’s wayward daughter, shows 
up that Jaz and Steph comprehend the true meaning of being gemelas del alma, or as Steph would say 
“cosmic twins.”  

Running Time: 732 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Miracle Man / William R. Leibowitz
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

The victim of an unspeakable crime, an infant rises to become a new type of superhero. Unlike any that 
have come before him, he is not a fanciful creation of animators, he is real. So begins the saga of Robert 
James Austin, the greatest genius in human history. But where did his extraordinary intelligence come 
from and why do so many want to destroy him? Aided by two exceptional women, one of whom will 
become his unlikely lover, Austin struggles against abandonment and betrayal. But the forces that op-
pose him are more powerful than even he can understand. Robert James Austin is revered by many and 
reviled by some. But none can doubt that he is remarkable.  

Running Time: 695 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Mistaken, Book 1 of the Mistaken Series / Nancy S. Thompson
Read by Glenn Mckenzie

Tyler Karras is an honest man, a transplanted Brit living the American dream, but his charmed life 
takes an unexpected turn when his brother, Nick, is coerced into joining ranks with San Francisco’s 
Russian mafia. With no choice but to accept Nick’s new life, Ty returns to his own, but his dreams are 
dashed when his wife—pregnant with their first child—is killed, the victim of a reckless crime. De-
spondent and bitter, Ty macerates his grief in alcohol. From the depths of the bottle screams a voice, 
howling for vengeance. His target is a stranger, the woman who drew his wife toward her death. He 
doesn’t know her, but he’ll find her, and when he does, he will make her pay, for a deal has been struck 
with Nick’s Russian associates, enslaving her into a life of bondage.

Running Time: 504 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Mistwood  / Leah Cypess
Read by Cheryl May

Isabel remembers nothing before the prince rode into her forest to take her back to the castle. Nothing 
about who she is supposed to be, or the powers she is supposed to have. Prince Rokan needs Isabel 
to be his Shifter. He needs her ability to shift to animal form, her lethal speed, and her superhuman 
strength. And he needs her loyalty because without it, she may be his greatest threat. Isabel knows that 
her prince is lying to her, but she can’t help wanting to protect him from the dangers and intrigues of 
the court until a deadly truth shatters the bond between them.  Now Isabel faces a choice that threatens 
her loyalty, her heart—and everything she thought she knew.

Running Time: 448 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Mob Rules, Book 1 of the Kansas City Files / Marc Rainer
Read by Andy White

Assistant United States Attorney Jeff Trask moves from Washington, D.C., to Kansas City, where he be-
gins an investigation into an international drug ring smuggling the deadly combination of fentanyl and 
heroin from the southern border to the Eastern Seaboard. In this case, Trask is fighting a rival whose 
criminal genius rivals Trask’s own intellect, and—while Trask is bound by the legal code and his own 
set of morals—the mob boss on the other side of this battle is unencumbered by such restrictions. The 
investigation forces Trask to choose whether to operate within the legal system or to venture outside it 
in order to bring down the murderous kingpin. 

Running Time: 547 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Murder By Prophecy, Book 2 of the Duke Becker Mystery Series  / Gary Kassay
Read by Andy White

What would you do if you had been falsely imprisoned, and while in prison your wife and children had 
been brutally murdered and no one cared?  Samuel Maxwell would spend his time in prison learning 
everything he could to carry out his plan for revenge.  Duke Becker is called when a letter of prophetic 
murder comes true, and the Chief is sure that more will follow, including one meant for him. Becker 
and his Special Investigations Homicide squad will have to follow a twisting trail of greed, conspiracy, 
and murder to find the Prophet and stop him from killing again.  The Prophet will stop at nothing to 
revenge the death of his family and he will do so by making the greedy slum lords pay with their lives.  

Running Time: 620 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Murder in Silence, Book 1 of the Duke Becker Mystery Series / Gary Kassay
Read by Andy White

Two police officers have been brutally killed, but the wound appears to have been done with surgical 
precision. With no witnesses, no forensic evidence, and two bizarre clues to follow, the case falls to 
Inspector Duke Becker, head of the high profile Special Investigations Unit, Homicide. The case will 
lead Becker and his squad on a wild chase through the streets of New York City, back over 15 years into 
the past and to a cover-up that will rock City Hall. 

Running Time: 566 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Murder by the Invisibles, Book 4 of the Duke Becker Mystery Series / Gary Kassay
Read by Andy White

Inspector Duke Becker and the Special Investigations Unit, Homicide are down one man, Bobby Green 
is now on a medical retirement and working as a private investigator. He and Michelle Goldman can 
now have a real relationship and things are looking up, until a frightened conductor comes to see 
Green. Little does Green realize Becker and his squad will be investigating the same case and together 
they will confront a mad cult, a martial arts killer, and numerous citizens of the Big Apple found killed 
along the way. Along with a new Detective, known as Bing, a spiritual martial artist, Becker and his 
squad face something that could only happen in the streets of New York—and below it.

Running Time: 596 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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My Perfect Imperfections/ Jalpa Williby
Read by Kelly Brennan

I can’t talk. I can’t walk.  I’m alive, but am I living? My name is Lily Cooper, and I have cerebral palsy.  I 
can’t seem to control my muscles. My body refuses to cooperate. I may be confined to my wheelchair, 
but my mind is sharp and I’m stubborn as hell. I will not allow my disability to define me. I will pave 
my own path in life. I choose strength. I choose to live.

Running Time: 354 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Nameless / Joe Conlan
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

Chilling and taut, Nameless introduces a fresh and exciting twist on the deadly game of cat and mouse. 
By virtue of a grave mistake, a good and decent man finds himself pitted against the embodiment of 
evil and threatened with losing everything and everyone he loves and values; including the pristine 
reputation he has endeavored all his adult life to establish.  FBI Special Agent in Charge Daniel Falcone 
unwittingly steps onto course for a head-on collision with a frighteningly brilliant psychotic serial 
killer, whose harrowing childhood abuse and neglect left him devoid of humanity and salivating for 
revenge. Framed for a brutal murder and fighting for the right to raise his sons and clear his name, 
Falcone’s profound guilt and self-loathing threaten to destroy him faster than his maniacal adversary.

Running Time: 1,122 Minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

The Nectar of Angels: Part 1 of the Arrowsmith Saga / Dane St. John
Read by R.D. Watson

In the chaos of 14th-century England and France, wine is the nectar of angels—a valuable commodity 
buttressing kingdoms and vaulting vast fortunes. A mysterious old archer named David Arrowsmith 
recounts his tale about a seemingly cursed infant that barely escapes the grip of the Black Death in 
rural Wales when his family dies. Except for a single clue on a note attached to an arrow, the identity 
of the boy’s parents is unknown. David becomes caught up in a series of events that exposes the cor-
ruption of the wine trade, and reveals him to be an unmatchable and ambidextrous archer as renewed 
conflict between England and France looms, and the Hundred Years’ War threatens Europe.

Running Time: 1,135 Minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

A New World: CHAOS  / John O’Brien
Read by Mark Gagliardi

Jack, an ex-special operations pilot and soldier is one of the few left to struggle through the desolation 
left in the aftermath; seeking to survive as a new ferocious species emerges from the rubble, hungry 
and unrelenting. Will his special forces training be enough? Will he be able to keep his children safe 
and guide the few survivors through perils that now roam the world they once knew? Or will the 
hordes that now own the night prevail, forever removing the last of mankind from existence? 

Running Time: 494 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

A New World: RETURN  / John O’Brien
Read by Mark Gagliardi

Jack Walker journeyed halfway around the world and completed his daring rescue. He must now return 
home, traversing a world filled with endless hordes of night runners; the genetically altered, ferocious 
species that now inhabit the dark recesses left over from the demise of mankind and now dominate 
the planet. It is through this world that Jack must use his special forces training to lead a small group 
of survivors back home to where there is the faint hope of sanctuary. This gripping, action-packed tale 
tells Jack’s story of survival in a post-apocalyptic world filled with peril.   

Running Time: 555 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Night Trains / Barbara Wood
Read by Norman Gilligan

An unforgettable account of how an entire town in Poland resists the devastating blow of the occupy-
ing Nazi forces, using wit, courage, and determination as its only weapons. Occupied by the Germans, 
the strategically located town of Sofia, Poland, stands on the brink of annihilation in 1941. As every 
arrest and execution brings total obliteration closer to reality, two medical doctors devise an ingenious 
plan—to stage a typus epidemic that will force the Nazis to evacuate. Gripping and powerful, Night 
Trains brilliantly illuminates the classic conflict between active and passive resistance in one town’s 
fight for survival. 

Running Time: 769 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Nine Lives, Book 1 of the Sam Archer Thriller Series / Tom Barber
Read by John Sackville

It’s New Year’s Eve. A major terrorist cell is planning a series of attacks across London over the next 
forty-eight hours. The government has surveillance on the group, a man undercover, and prepare to 
move in to take out the terrorists before they can strike. But they lose contact with their inside man and 
the cell vanishes into thin air, dispersing into the streets, armed and intent on completing their assault 
on London. The best Counter-Terrorist teams in the country are told to take them down before it’s too 
late. Nine terrorists. Nine lives. The Armed Response Unit is one of these teams. Efficient and ruthless, 
the task force is ordered to locate the leader of the cell. As they hunt him down, they begin to realize 
that this is far bigger than any of them could ever have imagined.  

Running Time: 513 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Oath of Allegiance / Jana Petken
Read by John Sackville

The final instalment of the multi-award-winning bestseller, Swearing Allegiance, chronicling the Great 
War, the Irish War of independence, and the Carmody family’s struggle to survive the momentous 
events that are tearing their beloved Ireland apart. As the Great War enters its most deadly phase, Pat-
rick, Jenny, and Danny Carmody must cast aside their personal desires in order to stand with Britain 
against Germany and her allies. A gripping, monumental adventure that gives life to one of the most 
tumultuous periods in British history.

Running Time: 838 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Oblivia / Debbie Boucher
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

Dan Mora, a Peace Corps Volunteer in Bolivia, is missing. Will Jamie Morgan find him before it is too 
late? Oblivia introduces the reader to Dan Mora and Jamie Morgan, Peace Corps volunteers in Bolivia. 
At a crossroad in their lives, they discover the power of making a difference. Yet when Dan disappears, 
and Jamie is given the task of finding him, she discovers that nothing is ever as it seems in a country 
she and Dan have grown to love, a place they call Oblivia.

Running Time: 820 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Obsidian Curse / Aiden James
Read by Tim McKean

More than a year has passed since shaman John Running Deer and his granddaughter, Evelyn, battled 
Brigindo and Teutates’ other three siblings in Cherokee, North Carolina. At the time, John and Evelyn 
prayed this would be it for dealing with violent ancient entities that supersede the normal realm of 
ghosts and other mischievous spirits. They naively equated the Hobbs family’s return to peaceful lives 
as the end of their own misadventures with the supernatural. They couldn’t have been more wrong. 
When the sudden appearance of an obsidian spearhead shows up at a brutal crime scene where six 
young adults have been horrifically slaughtered, John and Evelyn are soon pulled back into the realm 
they had hoped to avoid revisiting. 

Running Time: 390 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Occam’s Razor / Joe Clifford
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

Former top-flight NFL prospect Oz Reyes heads security for Coastal Sports Network in Los Angeles. 
On the eve of the annual awards show, his boss Delma Dupree summons him to Miami. At Delma’s 
waterfront mansion, Oz encounters a chaotic scene with police and emergency vehicles. Fired from his 
job and attacked in his home, Oz dives headlong into South Florida’s glitzy and glamorous underbelly, 
reopening a case the rich and powerful would prefer stay closed. Oz uncovers a Miami rarely seen, one 
crawling with shifty detectives, rogue assassins, and hard-drinking, sexual deviants—and no one and 
nothing is what it seems.

Running Time: 330 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The One that Got Away / Joe Clifford
Read by Jennifer Jill Araya

A string of abductions rocked the small upstate town of Reine, New York. Only one girl survived: Alex 
Salerno. The killer, Ken Parsons, was sent away. Life returned to normal. No more girls would have to 
die. Until another one did. It’s been seven years since Kira Shanks was reported missing and presumed 
dead. The disappearance of Kira Shanks has long been hung on Benny Brudzienski, a hulking man-
child who is currently a brain-addled guest at the Galloway State Mental Hospital. But after Alex recon-
nects with ex-classmates and frenemies, doubts are cast on that guilt. Alex discovers there are some 
willing to kill to protect the horrific truth.  

Running Time: 539 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Oh, The Horror / Jaime Johnesee
Read by Stephanye Dussud

A collection of short stories in the psychological horror genre including: Doors - While using a new 
hypnotherapy technique Dr. Rachel Everby learns that some doors ought to stay closed.  Also featured 
are Femme Fatale, Moseby, Robbery, The Restaurant, The Winnings, Til Death, Traine Wreck, In Verte-
brate, and Psychopathy.  

Running Time: 172 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

One Way, Book 5 of the Sam Archer Thriller Series  / Tom Barber
Read by Bill Murray

NYPD detective Sam Archer is on his way home on a Sunday afternoon in New York City when he 
sees something totally unexpected. Two men are crossing the street in front of him, heading towards 
another group climbing into a car. Suddenly all hell breaks loose as a ferocious gunfight erupts, shatter-
ing the peaceful afternoon. Archer and the ambushed group are forced to flee uptown in the strangers’ 
vehicle. Piecing together the situation, Archer determines that the people he’s with are US Marshals, 
protecting a witness, a seven year old girl. Someone is desperate to kill her. But what he doesn’t know is 
that others are on their way, ruthless trained killers who won’t leave until the girl is dead. 

Running Time: 505 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Only Human  / Rick Mofina
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

One day after school a troubled old man sits next to thirteen-year-old Tyler Price on a city bus. His 
voice filled with fear, the man says, “the awakening” has begun, then thrusts a satchel at Tyler, telling 
him to never let it go, minutes before he is killed in a traffic accident while fleeing police. The worn 
leather bag contains a notebook with passages in an ancient language and a pair of old goggles similar 
to those worn by stone cutters who carved the city’s gargoyles. As Tyler and Ella work to unravel the 
mystery behind the old man’s foretelling, they determine that Tyler is a descendant of a stone cutter 
who’d worked on most of New York’s buildings. With powerful forces pursuing them, Tyler and Ella 
battle time before the curse, which encompasses the human race, is complete.

Running Time: 288 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Orange City/ Lee Matthew Goldberg
Read by Tim Fannon

Imagine a secret, hidden city that gives a second chance at life for those selected to come: felons, de-
formed outcasts, those on the fringe of the Outside World. Everyone gets a job, a place to live; but you 
are bound to the city forever. You can never leave. Its citizens are ruled by a monstrous figure called the 
“Man” who resembles a giant demented spider from the lifelike robotic limbs attached to his body. Ev-
eryone follows the man blindly, working hard to make their Promised Land stronger, too scared to defy 
him and be discarded to the Empty Zones. After ten years as an advertising executive, Graham Weath-
erend receives an order to test a new client, Pow! Sodas. After one sip of the orange flavor, he becomes 
addicted, the sodas causing wild mood swings that finally wake him up to the prison he calls reality.  

Running Time: 469 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Out of the Shadows / Kimberly Carlson
Read by the Author

After a devastating loss, Jamie Shire accepts a mysterious live-in job with an equally mysterious em-
ployer in the wine country of northern California. At Fallow Springs Estate, Jamie struggles to under-
stand what her employer, Akasha Duvall, wants of her and who Akasha really is. As secret after secret 
unravels within Fallow Springs, Jamie discovers healing by addressing the suffering of others. Beneath 
an African sky, among the Darfuri people, whose land and loved ones have been violently ripped away, 
Jamie finds the strength to reclaim her life and the courage to step forward into her greatest passion. 
Suspenseful, heartbreaking, inspiring, and deeply moving, Out of the Shadows vividly immerses the 
reader in wrenching, yet uplifting human experiences that take place in worlds apart. 

Running Time: 743 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Phantom Lady of Paris / Calvin Davis
Read by Mark Taylor

The Phantom Lady of Paris? I knew her well. On the other hand—as I later discovered—I didn’t know 
her at all. The happiest days of my life were those I shared with the Phantom Lady of Paris. They were 
the golden days, the good times, good, that is, until an amazing trip back to 1968 Paris. A time of tur-
moil and tragedy with the Vietnam war raging. Mr. Davis has woven a tale full of marvelous characters 
living in the City of Light.  As with the US, Paris is having its similiar issues with the War. Protestors, 
revolutionaries, teachers, and others come to Paris to find or escape themselves. In Paris, they feel they 
can find the answers with other like minded. Some become disillusioned and walk a dangerous path, 
others find friendships that will touch there lives forever.

Running Time: 466 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Philadelphia Report / The Philadelphia Investigating Grand Jury
Read by a CHP ensemble cast

The Philadelphia Report is a gripping audio presentation of the Philadelphia Investigating Grand Jury 
report on Catholic clergy sexual abuse of minors in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia. The 2005 report 
documents the results of a four-year Grand Jury investigation led by Philadelphia District Attorney 
Lynne Abraham. Of all the Grand Jury Reports into U.S. dioceses, this is the model for investigation 
of the pattern and practice of Catholic clergy abuse and the cover-up perpetrated by authorities.  The 
audiobook Foreword is provided by Marci A. Hamilton, professor of law at the Benjamin N. Cardozo 
School of Law, and coauthor of the report.

Running Time: 947 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Pinched: The True Story of Surviving the Colombian Cartel / Wilson C. Carter III
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux 

The electrifying true story of Marco, a poor adolescent Colombian fishermen who dreams of wealth 
and who’s ambitions result in his forced servitude to the A.U.C, a ruthlessly violent Narco Para-military 
organization who operate at the height of Colombia’s war torn, drug fueled civil war. The adventure 
thrusts the reader into the mind and soul of Marco, who’s charged with the dangerous responsibility 
of moving millions of dollars in cash and thousands of kilos worth of cocaine through the treacherous 
jungles of Central and South America and the Gulf of Mexico. Marco must endure and survive bitter 
betrayal, unrelenting greed, forbidden romance, and adrenaline fueled battles, all while maintaining 
the essential wisdom of remaining true to yourself and above all, following your heart. 

Running Time: 215 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Plob / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

Sometimes the only way to fight Evil is to simply go to work every day and do your job. Plob—Reet-
worthy Plob—Reetworthy Plob the Third—was doing just that. And it’s proving to be more difficult 
than picking his nose with his elbow. What with attempting to restore his Grandfather’s good name, 
learn the words of the Beer, Beer, Beer song and battle constantly with his testosterone fuelled fanta-
sies—he hardly has any time left to save the world. But Bill the Plumber is on the loose and someone 
has to stop him...and that someone just happens to be Plob, with a little help from a psychotic barmaid, 
a master magician, a cabbie, an accountant and a Trogre with fists the size of a wheelbarrow. Plob—it’s 
funnier than the plague, shorter than the bible and cheaper than the Mona Lisa. 

Running Time: 465 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Plob Goes South / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

Plob is back - and so is his arch nemesis, Typhon the Dark. And now the Big T is playing for keeps. It’s 
world domination time and once again the only one that can stand in his way is the teenage magician 
Plob and his master, Smegly. But they do have some help in the shape of the British and the Australian 
secret service, some giants, a cockerel and the infamous hobby-horsemen of the Hors-doovrees. But 
will it be enough—because this time Typhon has something up his sleeve in the form of a battalion 
of Nazi Storm troopers courtesy of the 3rd Reich. So Heil Typhon and prepare for another serving of 
white-hot comedy from the best selling fantasy author Craig Zerf.

Running Time: 353 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Plob Fights Back / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

Plob the teenage magician, Master Smegly, Typhon the dark, Dragons, talking trees, goblins and—
Winston Churchill?? Yes, Plob is back to save us once again and this time things got even harder. No 
expense has been spared with a cast of—lots and lots—space ships, time travel, Spitfires and girls in 
skin-tight leather.  Craig Zerf continues his drive to provide the planet with the best of YA Humorous 
Fantasy with the next irrepressible instalment of the adventures of the beloved Plob.

Running Time: 284 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Precious Embrace, Book 2 of the Embrace Series / Dana Mason
Read by Laura Jennings

When Detective Johnny Rhay Bennett breezes into her life, single mother Alison Hayes isn’t interested. 
She doesn’t need another man in her life. Johnny Rhay doesn’t believe in love at first sight, but after a 
one-night stand in paradise with Ali, he can’t get her out of his head. With Nashville in his rear-view 
mirror, he’s determined to make Ali his, even if it means moving to California. Ali’s not easy, and she’s 
living on just this side of bitter after her divorce, but Johnny doesn’t care. He’s up for the challenge. At 
least, he believes he’s up for it until baby Micah is stolen right out from under his nose. When Ali’s 
faced with her worst nightmare, Johnny is the only person who can pull her out of her despair, forcing 
her to stay strong and not give up hope of finding her missing child.  

Running Time: 553 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Prince of Earth  / Mike Robinson 
Read by Marion Castle

In 1988, young American traveler Quincy Redding is trekking across the misty terrain of the Cairn-
gorms, in the Scottish Highlands. She is destined for the infamous peak Ben MacDui, where she soon 
finds herself debilitated—and at the mercy of a malevolent entity.  A darkly imaginative and harrowing 
tale, Prince of Earth spans twenty years, alternately following Quincy in her 1988 ordeal in Scotland as 
well as Quincy in 2008, when, as an adult, she begins experiencing strangeness that threatens her fam-
ily and her life. Strangeness that may be related to what happened all those years ago.

Running Time: 332 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Private Entrance, Book 3 of the Butterfly Trilogy / Kathryn Harvey 
Read by Laura Jennings

Abby Tyler is a woman on a mission. For more than thirty years, Abby has been desperately searching 
for her child—an infant stolen at birth before she even had a chance to see it. To locate her child and 
end years of heartache, Abby formulates a plan that will bring her face to face with a past she has tried 
to forget.  Elsewhere, three strangers receive word that they’ve each won a contest that, oddly, they 
don’t recall entering. None of them are prepared for the luxurious and erotic prize that awaits them—a 
week at an exclusive anything-goes, no-questions-asked resort in the Southern California desert. As 
a deadly sandstorm approaches the resort, a murderer stalks the trapped guests. Someone will die, 
someone will find love, and all three women will come to astonishing realizations about themselves. 

Running Time: 688 Minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism / Max Weber
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

Max Weber’s best-known and most controversial work, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capital-
ism, first published in 1904, remains to this day powerful and fascinating. Weber’s highly accessible 
style is just one of many reasons for his continuing popularity. The book contends that the Protestant 
ethic made possible and encouraged the development of capitalism in the West. Widely considered as 
the most informed work ever written on the social effects of advanced capitalism, The Protestant Ethic 
and the Spirit of Capitalism holds its own as one of the most significant books of the 20th century. The 
book is one of those rare works of scholarship which no informed citizen can afford to ignore. 

Running Time: 319 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Race: The Colour of Shame / Marie-Madeleine MacLean 
Read by Dave Fennoy

A complex supernatural thriller describing the devastating effect that a Negro wayward gene has on the 
Hoxworths, a rich and powerful southern Caucasian American family.  A mulatto boy, the offspring 
of a Hoxworth male and a young female slave whom he raped, is born two centuries prior and is the 
last surviving male heir. The prologue takes us back sixty years to the magnificent Hoxworth Castle 
near the city of New Orleans to witness the birth of a baby girl in the family’s palatial birthing room. 
As the baby’s skin begins to darken, the Hoxworths must one again deny their mixed ancestry.  And as 
so many times before, they must have their trusted family doctor, on the order of the family matriarch, 
suffocate the child to keep their dark secret.

Running Time: 883 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Sureness of Horses / Kevin Arnold
Read by Sands Hall

When divorced Wade Middleton meets wealthy Diana Buchanan, a beautiful horsewoman who relo-
cates to Palo Alto, California, from Texas, he is introduced to the world of horses and the fox-hunt, and 
a whirlwind romance spins out of control.  But Diana can’t let go of her high-horse lifestyle, nor entirely 
separate from her powerful husband. Wade’s love of poetry isn’t exactly embraced by Diana, either, and 
they are worlds apart. Yet for some reason, the two are saddled by an attraction to each other neither 
understands.  Add to this Wade’s unwillingness to help his friend Jorge when he needs it most, and 
the guilt that ensues from his having the hots for his friend’s wife, a desire he admirably suppresses to 
an extent. Wade has his own demons to wrestle down, but he is unprepared for the troubles to come.

Running Time: 536 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Raven Mocker / Aiden James
Read by Timothy McKean

Something evil has awakened beneath a forgotten ravine in the Great Smoky Mountains. After lying 
in peace for centuries, an ancient deity watches. David and Miriam Hobbs celebrate their fifteenth 
anniversary in Gatlinburg, unaware that a violent wraith, Allie Mae, will follow them home on a de-
termined quest for vengeance. Having survived this harrowing experience, David’s new friend, John 
Running Deer, unwittingly aids the desecration of an ancient burial site while recovering Allie Mae’s 
remains from a sacred Cades Cove ravine. What John hoped would be the final gesture of peace in 
giving her a proper burial turns out to be a terrible mistake. Now something much worse than Allie 
Mae is on the loose. 

Running Time: 554 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Reborn, Book 1 of the Serendipitous Curse Series  / Aiden James
Read by Norman Gilligan

In the heart of Savannah, Georgia, lies Solomon Brandt Plantation, a spanking piece of suburban 
sprawl with a sordid past. When an amnesiac bearing this cursed name stumbles into town, he’s im-
mediately drawn to the haunted antebellum and also to a Hoodoo practitioner who converses with 
spirits—and to her gorgeous green-eyed niece, Desiree McClinton. A descendant of the Brandt slaves, 
Desiree sparks emotions in Solomon—the likes of which he’s never known. On the one hand, Solomon 
wants to know who he is—but curses run deep, and he doesn’t really want to know the horrid truth. 
But when his crippling nightmares begin seeping into real life, threatening his budding relationship 
with Desiree, Solomon is determined to save the hearts—and lives—of the women he cherishes most. 

Running Time: ~600 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Return Fire / Tom Barber 
Read by Bill Murray

NYPD detective Sam Archer and Alice Vargas are working in the NYPD Counter-Terrorism Bureau 
and also living together. However, things between them are strained; both are struggling to deal with 
the aftermath of a terrifying ordeal in a Harlem tenement block the day they met. Before long, the 
tension between them boils over and Vargas walks out, going to Spain to visit family. Seven days later, 
Archer still hasn’t heard a peep from her. Unable to sleep and sitting on the balcony of his apartment, 
Archer suddenly hears a knock on his front door. It’s his NYPD partner, Josh, and he has some shock-
ing news. Vargas has been abducted. Every second Vargas is missing is another second closer to never 
seeing her again. If he stands any chance of ever finding her, he’s going to have to return fire with fire.

Running Time: 503 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Revelation / Carter Wilson
Read by Timothy McKean

When Harden Campbell wakes cold and beaten in a dirt-floor cell, he finds only three other things in 
the room with him: the mutilated body of his good friend, an ancient typewriter, and a stack of blank 
paper, the top sheet of which has a single, typed sentence:  Tell me a story.  He knows the message is 
from Coyote, his brilliant, megalomaniacal roommate whose lust for power and reverence has re-
cently revealed him for the true sociopath he is. Now, as the founder of a new religion with disturbing 
roots—Revelation—Coyote’s most evil side has emerged.  From the moment Harden sees that stack of 
paper, he knows his one chance of escape is through his own words. This will be the most difficult story 
Harden has ever written because Coyote will be reading each and every one of them.

Running Time: 537 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Rise of the Realms, Book 1: Reborn / D. Fischer
Read by Kate Marcin

Five people. Five crossing fates. One person’s actions change their lives forever. Making a deal with the 
Fee has its price. In Katriane Dupont’s case, it comes with scales and an unlimited amount of power. 
The consequences of her actions unfold with crippling events, shifting the realms. Shades cross the 
Death Realm, and an angel, determined for answers, clips her wings. Can Kat control what’s within 
her?  Or will it consume her.

Running Time: 396 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Rise of the Realms, Book 2: Disobedient / D. Fischer
Read by Kate Marcin

The Fee are exposed and the realms have risen, but trouble lurks around every corner, disobedience the 
root. Dyson fights to survive while he dreams of revenge. Grief-ridden, Eliza can’t come to terms with 
her sadistic, future Fee husband. Katriane’s untimely death is foretold, and Tember isn’t above working 
with her enemies to save her charge. And Aiden—is he truly gone forever?  A tale of survival in the 
face of devastation, the five realms, and the dark creatures within, prepare for an uncertain future. A 
power-struggle is on the horizon.

Running Time: 539 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Rise of the Realms, Book 3: Rift / D. Fischer
Read by Kate Marcin

Katriane DuPont:  I never thought this would be my life. I never imagined I’d be the center of destruc-
tion. The choices I’ve made, and will make, could be their end—or ours. But now, in the middle of our 
rift between fear and fate, we’re out for blood to save the ones we love. Can you blame us?  A battle isn’t 
on the horizon. It’s already here.  Sides are chosen and nefarious secrets are revealed. And though many 
will fall by sword, arrow, and magic, fear will be their greatest battle.  Reviewed as ‘a paranormal and 
fantasy lover’s dream come true,’ and ‘the one to watch,’ this dark and twisted tale continues.  With the 
five realms divided, and those who rule them, is devastation inevitable?

Running Time: 604 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Rise of the Realms, Book 4: Decimate / D. Fischer
Read by Tamzin Denny

The first battle is over and the people of the realms grieve for the fallen. Meanwhile, Aiden, Eliza, Kat, 
and Dyson return to the Earth Realm, fleeing accusations of war mongering, while Tember and Jaemes 
venture toward the elf tribes in seek of aid. They’ll need numbers for the coming battle and they’re not 
above fighting to get what they need. But no matter where they go, nowhere is safe. The enemy Fee have 
many traps waiting, and their victories seem only to bring more heartache, highlighting the terrifying 
truth that the enemy has them right where they want them. Now they must decide who to save and 
who to sacrifice, but beyond even this impossible truth the question remains: How will they be able to 
live with themselves when this is over?

Running Time: 569 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Rise of the Realms, Book 5: Ruin / D. Fischer
Read by Tamzin Denny

Against Tember’s orders, Aiden, Eliza, and Dyson sneak into the Dream Realm. They want to save their 
friend, but instead, they snag the attention of Sureen in an explosion of mighty magic. Not everyone 
returns home. Scared for her mother in the afterlife, Kat and the witches rush to the Death Realm to 
hide Janine. Over her dead body will her mother, a captive among the rest, be used in Corbin’s plans.  
In the Guardian Realm, Tember travels with her friends to the last elf tribe. Powerful, but still paranoid 
about the future, she’s determined to have her way. She will be obeyed at all costs, even at the expense of 
her own desires.  Meanwhile, the enemy has them right where they want them. The final battle unfolds 
in the midst of selfless acts and personal sacrifices. 

Running Time: 597 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Rosaries, Book 2 of the Crossroads Series / Sandra Carrington-Smith
Read by Dave Fennoy

When she is offered the opportunity to exhibit her artwork in a prestigious gallery in London, Nata-
lie Sanders can’t believe her luck. As she prepares for her trip, she in unaware that her movements 
are being followed by a mysterious man, intent on finding Natalie’s connection to an ancient rosary 
with a mystical past. When events around her start to spin out of control, with lives in mortal danger, 
Natalie is thrown on an emotional roller coaster.  It is only when she finally arrives in London, and she 
encounters Melody Bennet, a woman whose life seemingly parallels her own, that Natalie begins to 
understand a greater plan is unfolding. As danger escalates, Natalie and Melody must come together to 
fight unknown forces unraveling against them, and fulfill their tasks as keepers of the sacred prophecy.

Running Time: 608 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Runaway Train, Book 1 of the Runaway Train Series / Lee Matthew Goldberg
Read by Kelly Brennan

They told me I was an out-of-control train about to crash. Everything changed when the police officer 
knocked on the door to tell me – a 16-year-old – that my older sister Kristen had died of a brain aneu-
rysm. Cue the start of my parents neglecting me and my whole life spiraling out of control. I decided 
now was the perfect time to skip town. It’s the early 90’s, Kurt Cobain runs the grunge music scene 
and I just experienced some serious trauma. What’s a girl supposed to do? I didn’t want to end up like 
Kristen, so I grabbed my bucket list, turned up my mixtape of the greatest 90’s hits and fled L.A. The 
goal was to end up at Kurt Cobain’s house in Seattle, but I never could have guessed what would hap-
pen along the way. 

Running Time: 391 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Savage Bay / Christopher Forrest
Read by Bill Murray

An ancient secret collides with cutting edge science in a thrilling, action-packed adventure. When a se-
cret research facility is invaded by hostile forces, Hawkeye and the Titan Six covert ops team are called 
into action. Thwarted at every turn by a mysterious enemy, Titan Six races against time to unlock the 
secrets of an ancient message encrypted in our DNA and rescue the daughter of the billionaire CEO 
of Titan Global. 

Running Time: 420 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Scattered Flock, Book 2 of the Errant Flock Trilogy / Jana Petken
Read by Norman Gilligan

David Sanz’s journey south is halted abruptly in a tense battle for survival against thieves and the mi-
litia he has been fleeing from and he finds himself shackled in the prison he once guarded. The Duke 
of Sagrat’s brother, Rafael Perato, has survived the war, and the royal court’s treacherous intrigues, but 
when news of his brother’s death reaches their Most Catholic Majesties his life is thrown into turmoil. 
Banished by the king, and tasked with carrying out insurmountable missions, he becomes entangled in 
a web of deadly plots and subterfuge, which threaten not only Sagrat but his very life. David Sanz and 
Rafael Perato face adversaries more devious and powerful than themselves, and it is only faith, courage, 
and unlikely alliances, that may save them both from the Inquisitor.

Running Time: 808 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Secret of the Labyrinth, Book 5 of the Temple of the Blind Series / Brian Harmon
Read by Norman Gilligan

Urged onward by the mysterious Sentinel Queen, Albert, Brandy and Nicole venture ever deeper into 
the Temple of the Blind—and into the greatest danger they have yet faced. Endless miles of twisting 
passageways and perilous chambers stand before them, and with Albert’s box of clues finally exhaust-
ed, they will have to navigate the dark corridors utterly blind. And time is ticking as a dangerous beast 
stalks them with murderous intent. Meanwhile, someone is lying to them. Is it the mysterious old man 
who aided Wayne in his journey into the Wood? Or is it the kindly Sentinel Queen? Together, the six 
of them must decide who to trust. The very fate of the world may hinge on the actions they take this 
night.  Book five of the Temple of the Blind series. 

Running Time: 571 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Shadows of an Ancient Foe / Brian Glover
Read by Paul Janes-Brown

Sinister rumors of an ancient enemy thought to have been eradicated centuries ago fill the talk around 
the small town of Eder Plank.  In the middle of the night comes a vicious group of beast-like shape-
changers whose purpose is total annihilation. The only survivor, a teenage boy named Nigel, saved 
from the jaws of death at the last moment by an elite group of soldiers who seek to escape and warn the 
rest of the realm of the impending danger.  These events begin a journey to unravel the truth behind 
the Skragg and their unrelenting hatred for mankind. The only answers may lie in Vashtra, home of 
Lady Ava’s descendents who still carry the powerful blood of the Mystical Oksa-Shahar.  These answers 
must be found before war descends fully upon the realm. 

Running Time: 401 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Shadows of a Tuscan Moon / Sandra Carrington-Smith
Read by Lisa Larsen

Early one morning, a young woman awakens alone in an unfamiliar hospital room, with no recollec-
tion of her own identity. Slowly, the sealed doors of her mind begin to unlock, flooding her with the 
pain of her own recent traumatic experience. She remembers a past filled with horror and anguish, and 
wishes she could retreat once again into a cocoon of oblivion and safety…but the journey she has em-
barked upon is one of no return. Inspired by the mysterious case of Roberta Ragusa, a beautiful mother 
of two who vanished from her home in the Italian countryside without a trace. Roberta’s husband, An-
tonio Logli, has been charged with her murder; the trial process began in December of 2016.  Shadows 
of a Tuscan Moon was developed collaboratively with Antonio’s brother, Giovanni Logli. 

Running Time: 533 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Silent Night / Tom Barber
Read by John Sackville

A man is found dead in Central Park with no signs of violence. But beside the body is a box contain-
ing a cracked vial. Suspecting a biological attack, a lab team screens the body and determines that the 
man was killed by an unknown strain of toxic pneumonic virus.  Once inhaled, there is no chance of 
survival. The victim dies quickly, violently and in agonizing pain. There is no antidote. Having left the 
ARU, Sam Archer is now a Detective in the NYPD’s Counter Terrorism Bureau. Most of his new squad 
have welcomed him. Others haven’t. But when he and the rest of his team are called in urgently and 
told of the situation all personal differences need to be put aside.  Archer and his team are ordered to 
locate and secure any remaining virus before many more people die. However, he is already too late.

Running Time: 529 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Sin / Shaun Allan
Read by R.D. Watson

Dead, dead, dead. Say it enough times and it becomes just another word. What would you do? Could 
you kill a killer? Does the death of one appease the deaths of a hundred? What about that hundred 
against a thousand? What if you had no choice? Meet Sin. No, not that sort of sin, but Sin, crazy as a 
loon (you ask Sister Moon), and proud of it. Sin locks himself away in an asylum and, every so often, 
gets violent. That’s only so they’ll give him those nice drugs, though. The ones that help him forget. 
It’s a pity they don’t work. Sin, you see, has a serious problem. Well, it’s not so much his problem, as 
ours—yours, mine and everyone else’s. People die around Sin. He doesn’t like it and there’s nothing 
he can do about it. But someone else knows, and Sin has to stop them—and himself.  Flip and catch.

Running Time: 650 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Skunk Train / Joe Clifford
Read by Ben Hauck

Starting in the Humboldt wilds and ending on the Skid Row of Los Angeles, Skunk Train follows two 
teenagers, Kyle and Lizzie, who stumble upon stolen drug money and set off to find Kyle’s father, a 
Hollywood director he’s never met, with drug dealers, dirty cops, and the Mexican mob on their heels.  
Drawing on novels featuring teenage protagonists such as Rule of the Bone and Catcher in the Rye, 
Skunk Train is a modern-day love story set against the backdrop of the NorCal marijuana trade. Like 
No Country for Old Men, the book is steeped in the colloquial. It is a fast-paced thriller, which tests 
the bonds of family and shows the lengths desperate people will go to keep a secret and protect the 
ones they love.

Running Time: 399 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Slow Down / Lee Matthew Goldberg
Read by Tracy Thibodeaux

For budding writer and filmmaker Noah Spaeth, being a Production Assistant in director Dominick 
Bambach’s new avant-garde film isn’t enough. Neither is watching Dominick have an affair with the 
lead actress, the gorgeous but troubled Nevie Wyeth. For Noah’s dream is to get both the film and Nevie 
in the end, whatever the cost. And this obsession may soon become a reality once Dominick’s spurned 
wife Isadora reveals her femme fatale nature with a seductive plot to get rid of her husband for good.  
Slow Down, a cross between the noir styling of James M. Cain and the dark satire of Bret Easton Ellis, is 
a thrilling page turner that holds a mirror up to a media-saturated society that is constantly searching 
for the fastest way to get ahead, regardless of consequences.

Running Time: 451 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

So Far Out to Sea / Dane St. John
Read by Timothy McKean

Near the end of the 21st century, corporations have replaced state and federal governments following 
a bitter civil war, making way for a rewritten constitution and a new America. The planet is plagued 
by a runaway greenhouse effect and the once exotic diseases that come with it, exposing a dramatic 
rift between the untreated poor and the few who can afford a highly-sophisticated regimen of nano-
injections. Abraham Trevis, the world’s most influential CEO and a visionary astrophysicist, believes 
he has the answers to Earth’s challenges, but an unstoppable force is ready to strike and at stake is the 
vision of what humanity’s future must be in a hostile universe that, through it all, still seems to offer 
signs of hope. 

Running Time: 486 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Soul Flame / Barbara Wood
Read by Maureen Jones

Born into the tumultuous world of ancient Antioch, Selene is orphaned at birth. But before her father 
dies, he leaves a puzzling clue to her heritage: she has come from the gods and has a special destiny to 
fulfill. In the coming years, Selene studies the primitive healing arts with a healer-woman and learns 
how to calm a patient by summoning the inner power of the “soul flame.” She falls in love with An-
dreas, a passionate and troubled surgeon, but when fate cruelly separates them, Selene’s search for 
Andreas takes her to the great centers of civilization in the ancient world—Egypt, Babylon, and Rome. 
Desperate to find Andreas, Selene is torn between love and her dreams of healing when a revolutionary 
vision brings her to the fulfillment of her destiny—and the dawn of modern medicine.

Running Time: 1,084 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Sprinkles of Suspicion, Book 1 of the Cupcake Catering Mystery Series / Kim Davis
Read by Alyson Steel

One glass of cheap California chardonnay cost cupcake caterer Emory Martinez her husband, her job, 
and her best friend. Unfortunately, that was only the beginning of her troubles. Distraught after dis-
covering the betrayal by her husband and best friend, Tori, Emory allows her temper to flare. Several 
people witness her very public altercation with her ex-friend. To make matters worse, Tori exacts her 
revenge by posting a fake photo of Emory in a compromising situation, which goes viral on social 
media. When Tori is found murdered, all signs point to Emory being the prime suspect. Emory must 
prove her innocence and while delving into the past of her murdered ex-friend, she finds other people 
had reasons to want Tori dead, including Emory’s own husband. 

Running Time: ~600 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Stalker Stalked/ Lee Matthew Goldberg
Read by Laura Jennings

Lexi Mazur is a depressed, alcoholic, pill-popper whose only joy has become her reality TV shows, 
often fantasizing that the people on TV are a part of her world. After her boyfriend Steve leaves her, 
she fixates on the show Socialitesand its star Magnolia Artois, following every facet of the girl’s life on 
social media in the hopes of befriending and becoming more like her. But stalking isn’t new to Lexi. 
She ultimately won over her ex Steve by following and manipulating every minute detail about him 
so he’d fall for her. In fact, she landed her other ex-boyfriend Jeremy in the same way. Being a pharma 
rep, she’s used to manipulation to get doctors to buy her drugs, along with the perk of saving pills for 
herself. But what happens when the stalker gets stalked?

Running Time: 397 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Stars, Book 2 of the Butterfly Trilogy / Kathryn Harvey
Read by Laura Jennings

The rich, the glamorous, the powerful all come to Stars, to gossip, to make deals—and to indulge 
luxuriously in their most erotic fantasies. At the magnificent and secluded Palm Springs mountaintop 
resort, bodies and souls are offered up to save fragile careers—or are used to extract the final succulent 
and satisfying drops of sweet retribution. And above it all, manipulating events from the shadows, is 
the beautiful owner of Stars—a woman of great mystery, fleeing the tragedy, disgrace, and scandal of a 
devastating past that haunts her every moment.

Running Time: 1,188 Minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

Stasis / Kim Fielding
Read by Robert Sciglimpaglia

Praesidium is the most prosperous city-state in the world, due not only to its location at the mouth of a 
great bay, but also to its strict laws, stringently enforced. Ordinary criminals become bond-slaves, but 
the Wizard places traitors in Stasis, a dreamless frozen state. Ennek is the Chief ’s younger son. He has 
grown up without much of a purpose, a man who cannot fulfill his true desires and who skates on the 
edge of the law. But he is also haunted by the plight of one man, a prisoner for whom Stasis appears to 
be a truly horrible fate. If Ennek is to save that prisoner, he must explore Praesidium’s deepest secrets 
as well as his own.

Running Time: 386 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Swearing Allegiance / Jana Pekten
Read by Alistair Davis

An Irish Easter uprising lays waste to Dublin and fractures a British Empire struggling to supply men 
and arms to defeat Germany.  In Dublin’s ruins, the affluent and celebrated Carmody family are not 
only forced to confront the rebellion’s devastating effects on their personal lives but also the terrible 
secrets and lies uncovered in the midst of grief. Forced to abandon their home in the Irish capital for 
London, each family member must strive to survive poverty, the horrors of war, and personal bouts 
with excessive pride and passion—but loyalty to family proves to be the most difficult cross to bear. 

Running Time: 622 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Talents — An Emma Kane & Jacob Thorne Thriller   / Todd Travis
Read by Norman Gilligan

In 1989, a school bus filled with young children disappears. It drove into a tunnel, a tunnel with no 
exits, and did not drive out. It vanished into thin air as a community panics. Everyone except for a 
twenty-four year old college dropout named Jacob Thorne. In 2004, three people are brutally mur-
dered, two of them in a sealed panic room. The only trace evidence is a single hair from the suspect. A 
suspect that has been dead for three months, killed by the same people who were just murdered in the 
panic room. Everyone is convinced a ghost has come back from the grave to avenge a murder. Every-
one, that is, except for a young DC homicide detective suffering from PTSD named Emma Kane. An 
Emma Kane / Jacob Thorne thriller. An origin story of two very unique people.

Running Time: 318 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Tears of A Hustler, Book 1 of the Tears of a Hustler Series  / Silk White
Read by Erik Reynolds

Ali is a drug dealer slash business man who tries to change the way the game is played by giving back 
to the community. But at the same time he has to keep a close eye on his childhood crime partner G-
Money who has a strong hatred for the police. Ali’s life takes a serious turn when a local rival, a crooked 
cop, his pregnant girlfriend and his little brother come into the picture. Silk White takes readers deep 
into the night life of the underworld with this gritty street tale that shows how it all begins.  

Running Time: 350 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Tears of A Hustler, Book 2 of the Tears of a Hustler Series  / Silk White
Read by Xavier Paul Cadeau

Picking up where Tears of a Hustler 1 left off, this action packed sequel will have you at the edge of your 
seat begging for more. G-money is back, but this time he’s on a mission. Not only is he running things 
all by himself now, but he still has unfinished business that needs to be settled, with Detective Nelson, 
Rell, and Big Mel. When an unstoppable force meets an immovable object the outcome isn’t pretty. 
Also find out what happens to Ali, Nancy, and the rest of the gang.   

Running Time: 410 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Serpent of the Staff / Barbara Wood
Read by Jane Oppenheimer

Ugarit, Syria, 1450 B.C.E. Leah is past the traditional age of betrothal. Vowed to wed the wealthy but 
cruel shipbuilder Jotham, Leah declines his offer of marriage after discovering that he and his fam-
ily suffer from “the falling sickness.” Enraged by her refusal and his ruined reputation, he blackmails 
Leah’s father, a punishment forgiven only by offering Leah’s hand in marriage. With no more options 
for another suitor and no male heir for her family, Leah must seek out the cure for Jotham’s sickness 
or her family will face permanent ruin.  During her quest Leah begins to burn with desire for Daveed, 
the handsome household scribe whose culture forbids their union. But even Daveed and Leah cannot 
fathom the extent of Jotham’s sinister schemes to make Leah his bride once and for all.  

Running Time: 1,003 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The Seven Deadly Sins / Multiple Authors
Read by Laura Jennings

Seven marks upon a wall.  Tom may rise, but he may fall. Through five lives, no one dares mention,  of 
the sin for which he seeks redemption. Fates will meet, and you will see, what will thus become of he.

Running Time: 493 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Sounding / Carrie Salo
Read by Trevor Jones

In the Book of Revelation a man named John dreams of the final prophecies that will come to pass—and 
the seven archangels that guard them. Each angel waits to sound their trumpet at God’s appointed 
time, preparing humanity to fight and win the final battle.  2,000 years later, Father Chris Mognahan is 
a member of the Hetairia Melchizedek, a secret society within the Catholic Church that studies Biblical 
omens. The society asks Chris to investigate an unusually grotesque crime.  While the killing seems 
isolated at first, the society ties the murder to the final Biblical prophecy and a terrifying omen that 
the order of the prophecies is about to be disrupted. The final battle is coming too soon—long before 
humanity is prepared to win it.

Running Time: 1,235 Minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

The Teflon Queen, Book 1 of the Teflon Queen Series / Silk White
Read by Auddie Phillips

Angela is a renowned assassin known only by the name ‘The Teflon Queen’. Her lethal grace, steady 
shot, and unmatched accuracy have made her the absolute best and most sought after killer in the 
game. But when the killer without a conscience is faced with an unknown emotion—Love —her whole 
perception is thrown off course.  In a profession where second guessing can mean life or death, will the 
queen reign supreme or be overthrown?

Running Time: 340 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Teflon Queen, Book 2 of the Teflon Queen Series / Silk White
Read by Auddie Phillips

The Teflon Queen is back and better than ever. All Angela wants to do is disappear, but there’s only one 
problem; every cop in the world is looking for her along with the white shadow, one of the most brutal, 
vicious and dangerous assassins in the world. And he won’t stop until the Teflon Queen is no more. 
Angela quickly turns from the hunter to the hunted. Not only does she have to keep herself alive, but 
she’s also responsible for the life of Agent James Carter; her one-time lover who trusts her about as far 
as he can throw her. Join the Teflon Queen as she takes you deep into the underworld and into the life 
of a high profile assassin who will do anything to stay alive and protect her lover. With two well trained 
assassins on a collision course the outcome is sure to be deadly. 

Running Time: 503 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Temple of the Blind, Book 3 of the Temple of the Blind Series / Brian Harmon
Read by Norman Gilligan

Having survived the nightmare that he and his friends found hidden within the crumbling ruins of 
Gilbert House, Albert Cross is newly determined to seek out the answers he has long been denied. He 
suspects that at least some of those answers may await him in the mysterious underground labyrinth he 
and Brandy discovered the previous year, the place he calls The Temple of the Blind. But to get there, he 
and his friends will have to deal with a madwoman, avoid the strange and deadly creatures that prowl 
the dark passageways and decipher the remaining clues to unlock the temple’s map. To make matters 
worse, the man with no eyes awaits them with a very unpleasant demand.  

Running Time: 387 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Through These Veins / Anne Marie Ruff
Read by the Author

In the highlands of Ethiopia, a scientist discovers a local medicine man dispensing an apparent cure for 
AIDS. As the medicine man’s daughter reveals the plants behind the cure, their lives become irrevoca-
bly intertwined. Through These Veins weaves together the dramatically different worlds of traditional 
healing, government funded AIDS research, and the pharmaceutical industry in an intensely personal, 
fast-paced tale of scientific intrigue and love, with both devastating and hopeful effect.

Running Time: 500 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

To Soften the Blow / Lynnie Vessels
Read by the Author

At seven years old, Lynnie Vessels stepped out of the bathtub to discover her father had just shot her 
mother with a shotgun across their dining room table.  Standing naked in her mother’s blood through-
out the ensuing horror, she witnessed her older sister use words to convince her maniacal father to put 
down the gun.  In those moments, Lynnie came to understand the miraculous power of eye contact 
and words. Unknowingly suffering from severe posttraumatic stress, she remained silent about her 
ordeal until, at age fourteen, a principal turned her life around.  From there, she set out on a path to 
study the undeniable power of using eye contact and words in resolving conflicts.  Ironically, this is one 
of the most uplifting stories you may ever read.

Running Time: 1,255 Minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $29.95 MP3 CD

To the Bone / J.R. Johansson
Read by Lisa Larsen

Seventeen-year-old Harley Martin and her cousin Gretchen have both changed in the years they’ve 
been apart. In an effort to rekindle their friendship, Harley agrees to Gretchen’s idea of taking a tour 
with their friends through the off-limits section of the Paris Catacombs. Miles and miles of tunnels 
deep under the city, filled with the remains of more than six million people. When a cave-in kills their 
guide and leaves the group injured, terrified, and lost with limited supplies, they must search for a way 
out from the endless maze beneath the city of light. But surrounded by shadows, it’s hard to tell friends 
from enemies. Harley doesn’t know if she can trust anyone, including her own cousin. If they ever want 
to get back to the surface, they’ll have to fight for everything they hold dear.

Running Time: 492 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Too Much Dark Matter, Too Little Gray  / Mike Robinson
Read by Jason Keller

A beer run becomes an interdimensional excursion. Two men settle their differences after discovering 
an extraordinary secret in the wilderness. A woman faces the bureaucracy of a digital afterlife. A griev-
ing man seeks to know where his wife was reincarnated. Strange lights in the sky transform the lives 
of a small town. God and the Devil play billiards for people’s souls. A teenage deity’s science project 
sprouts a startling discovery. These and more dream-like detours into the surreal, interstitial and inex-
plicable await within. Chock full of gooey mind-bending goodness.

Running Time: 424 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Trophies  — An Emma Kane & Jacob Thorne Thriller / Todd Travis
Read by Norman Gilligan

Young beautiful women are disappearing. Different types, with different backgrounds, most with a lot 
of debt, few friends and no close family to speak of. Gone. Someone is collecting trophies. Only one 
person can see it. Special Agent Emma Kane. Kane knows she’ll need help on this ordeal. But the only 
man who can help her, famed profiler Jacob Thorne, is no longer speaking to her. The clock is ticking 
and Kane herself is now a target of whomever is doing this. As Kane gets closer to unlocking true cruel 
purpose the abducted women serve, the real question is not only will she survive what she finds, but 
can she handle what she discovers about Thorne and about herself?  Emma Kane and Jacob Thorne are 
back in this thrilling sequel to Todd Travis’ pulse-pounding debut novel Creatures of Appetite.

Running Time: 408 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Tunnel Vision / Gary Braver
Read by Bill Murray

Boston grad student Zack Kashian lapses into a coma after a biking accident. When he wakes up on 
Easter, months later, muttering the Lord’s Prayer in the original Aramaic, the media quickly anoints 
him the “Miracle Man.”  A small team of neuroscientists secretly researching near-death experiences 
sets out to determine if there is anything to the reports of floating down tunnels into celestial light and 
meeting spiritual beings. Zack’s experiences are anything but heavenly. While he and Sarah struggle to 
understand his horrific out-of-body experiences, sinister forces have taken an interest in them. Forces 
to whom near-death experiences are utter blasphemy—deceptions created by Satan himself—and who, 
in the name of God, will stop at nothing to terminate the project and all involved.

Running Time: 577 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

UFOs: God’s Celestial Airforce / M.P. Marshall
Read by Bob Noble

A two-hour audio adventure into the realm of Unidentified Flying Objects. An old Guardian Angel, 
on Divine Probation, links up with an investigative TV reporter who is under surveillance after a near 
death experience. You’ll join them aboard Pulsar One as their space craft travels through outer space 
at warp speed in an attempt to head off the ultimate destruction of Planet Earth. The Man Upstairs is 
becoming stressed by Earth’s increasing threat to the Primary Universe.

Running Time: 129 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Vampires’ Birthright Book 2 of the Dying of the Dark Series / Aiden James
Read by Stephanye Dussud

A birthright should be something no one can ever take away. But that’s not how it works in the world 
of vampires, especially when the birthright involves a unique type of blood necessary for an elitist vam-
pire society to remain young and beautiful. The earth’s most privileged undead believe they deserve 
a stake in Txema’s blood, and there is power and prestige for whoever controls her ancient bloodline. 
As this teenage mother-to-be fights for survival for her and her unborn daughter, the journey to elude 
Ralu and traitor vampires among Gustav’s civilized allies takes Txema across the globe to find a lasting 
sanctuary. But, in the end, can a noble few overcome a far-reaching conspiracy to overthrow Gustav’s 
fragile kingdom? 

Running Time: 533 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Vampires’ Last Lover, Book 1 of the Dying of the Dark Series / Aiden James
Read by Stephanye Dussud

Txema Ybarra should be enjoying college life and her entrance into adulthood. And for a moment, 
she does... until the vampires show up. Born with an unusual ‘twin teardrop’ birthmark on her neck, 
Txema is one of only a handful of females in the world who bears this trait. It marks her as a vessel of 
eternal youth and beauty for an elite vampire society determined to protect her precious blood. But it 
also is the only thing standing in the way of a rogue ‘undead’ nation determined to destroy humankind 
and usurp the power their sexier brethren have held uncontested for centuries. Caught in the middle of 
this war after all the other bearers of the birthmark are murdered, Txema must flee America and head 
to France under the protection of five beautiful vampires who all have a vested interest in her survival.  

Running Time: 370 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Vogels: On All Fronts, Book 2 of the Half-Bloods Trilogy / Jana Petken
Read by Norman Gilligan

European citizens feel the full force of German injustice, but not all are willing to bend the knee. From 
France to Poland, Resistance groups fight from the shadows to thwart Nazi rule and hinder their goal 
to exterminate Jews.  In the darkest days of war, love flourishes. Two women with very different paths 
are led to one man who changes the course of their lives forever—but only one will win his heart.

Running Time: 1,032 Minutes;  Retail Price: $59.95 Audio CD / $39.95
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The Watch Gods / Barbara Wood
Read by Norman Gilligan

The powerful tale of an Egyptologist determined to find a mythic treasure buried in the desert sand—
even if it costs him his life.  A stranger arrives on the doorstep of Dr. Mark Davison with an item any 
historian would envy—the journal of a Victorian Egyptologist who disappeared while looking for the 
legendary tomb of King Akhnaton. Mark accepts the offer to dig in the fabled sands of Tel el-Amarna 
to discover the grave—and a treasure that has eluded every seeker thus far. But Mark didn’t bargain 
for the seven curses of the Watch Gods. Silent and stone-faced, the seven gigantic carved figures have 
stood sentinel at the entrance to the tomb for more than three thousand years, created by a fearful 
priesthood who knew that what they kept in everlasting quarantine must never be let loose. 

Running Time: 705 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

What Will They Say When You are Gone/ Rabbi Daniel Cohen
Ready by the Author

There’s not one person who hasn’t confronted their own mortality. Each of us wakes up to the reality 
that our time on Earth is limited. But how do we lead our lives with a sense of urgency every day? How 
do we develop the courage to make choices not based on pressure but on principle? How do we create 
the sacred space to reflect on who we are and who we want to be so we can realize our innermost goals 
and dreams?  Rabbi Daniel Cohen will help you rise above the distractions to tap into the best version 
of yourself. Through a unique blend of storytelling, practical exercises, and profound wisdom, he will 
teach you seven transformative principles to reverse engineer your life so that you are living with pur-
pose and passion, so that the person you are today more closely aligns with the person you aspire to be.

Running Time: ~600 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

When the Stars Fall to Earth / Rebecca Tinsley
Ready by Holly Villaire

The story of five young Darfuris trying to make sense of their changing world in a time of war.  Their 
lives come together in a tale of love and loss, self-reliance and courage, fear and violence. They over-
come the ultimate challenge to become proud survivors with a future rather than defeated victims, 
despite the tragedy enveloping them. Based on true stories told to human rights journalist and activist 
Rebecca Tinsley. Together with her husband she was asked by President and Mrs. Carter to found the 
Carter Center UK. She is a tireless advocate for human rights around the world. 50% of all proceeds 
from this audiobook are donated to Network for Africa’s projects with survivors of genocide.

Running Time: 591 Minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD

When White Fades to Black / Joe Conlan
Ready by Tracy Tibodeaux

When a liberal U.S. senator suddenly falls ill he is rushed to the hospital, but dies hours after being 
stabilized. FBI Special Agent Daniel Falcone is called in to investigate and quickly suspects foul play. 
As he searches for evidence, a torrent of domestic terrorism is unleashed upon the nation. An African-
American church is bombed  and a mass shooting devastates a Holocaust commemoration. Mayhem 
tears through a Mexican-American charitable foundation and a deadly explosion rocks the downtown 
Manhattan Federal Building. As the pressure mounts, Daniel must race to protect the veritable future 
and freedom of America. When White Fades to Black is a page-turning thrill ride that pits the very best 
against the very worst of the United States. 

Running Time: 758 Minutes;  Retail Price: $49.95 Audio CD

A Winter of Wolves  / Marc Rainer
Read by James Conlan

Federal prosecutor Jeff Trask is summoned to a murder scene. A Park Police officer has been brutally 
murdered at the Lincoln Memorial. As Trask and a team of local and federal investigators try to find 
the killer, more police officers are murdered. While attending the funeral for one of these victims, Trask 
and his team find themselves in a firefight with a cell of radical Islamic terrorists. Disqualified because 
of his involvement at the scene at Arlington National Cemetery, Trask is reassigned to Washington 
D.C.’s Joint Terrorism Task Force, where he discovers that the firefight at Arlington was only part of a 
bigger and much more sinister plot that threatens the entire eastern seaboard.    

Running Time: 750 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Wishbone, Book 1 of the Wishbone Series / Brooklyn Hudson
Read by Jean Brassard

At the age of nine Julien Grenier witnessed the brutal murder of his grandfather. Now, at forty-five, 
he continues to be plagued by horrific nightmares of that tragic event. Julien has recreated himself, 
building emotional walls that even his young wife cannot penetrate.  Ater a home invasion assault 
leaves Rachael emotionally unstable and destroys their care-free and content world, they relocate to a 
safer environment with the hope of a fresh start. At first, their new home in the beautiful and serene 
Catskill Mountains appears to be the miracle they prayed for, until a traditional children’s game begins 
to destroy their bliss. Can Julien and Rachael escape the nightmare of Kings Hollow—or is this just 
Wishful thinking?

Running Time: 691 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Wishbone II, Book 2 of the Wishbone Series / Brooklyn Hudson
Read by Jean Brassard

After escaping Kings Hollow, Julien, in an effort to keep his family whole, denies the emotional and 
physical scars which came back with them. His wife, Rachael, is tormented by their little girl, Jessica, 
who now shows signs of possessing the same dangerous gifts as Sarah. Rachael is terrified to be alone 
with the child she once desperately wished for and decides to end it all. When Jessica goes missing, 
abducted from the school playground, Julien’s nightmares begin to offer clues as to who might have 
taken her, drawing him back to Kings Hollow. Only now, Sarah is older, more confident in her abilities 
and determined to fulfill her desires—at any cost.

Running Time: 682 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Woman of a Thousand Secrets / Barbara Wood
Read by Suzie Althens

She came to them from the sea, and to the sea they returned her.  A story of sacrifice and survival in 
the New World.  Tonina lives an idyllic life on a small island in the Caribbean hundreds of years before 
Europeans discovered it. But she has always been an outsider among her people. Unlike them, Tonina 
is tall and lean and light skinned, and her origins remain a mystery. Her adoptive parents had found 
her floating in a basket in the sea—a sacrifice? A shipwreck? No one knows.  It is a tale of survival and 
sacrifice, of luck, magic, intrigue, and danger, romance and betrayal. But most of all, it’s the story of 
one woman’s quest to discover where—and to whom—she really belongs.  This sweeping story of the 
undiscovered world before the time of Columbus is Barbara Wood at her very best.

Running Time: 1084 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

7 Days in May / Peter Barns
Ready by Helen Lisanti

How far would you go to save your family?  Marine biologist, Alex Winters, is about to find out.  When 
a secret experiment goes terribly wrong Dawn Winters is trapped, her life is in danger and Alex is the 
only one who can rescue her. While Alex battles to reach her, Dawn and virologist Sheena McKenzie 
make their own voyage of discovery.  Until Gonzalez, an American mercenary arrives to clean things 
up for his paymaster. And the bodies begin to mount.

Running Time: 589 Minutes; Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Series Sets

If viewing online, click on cover images to hear audio samples



The Kathryn Harvey Butterfly Trilogy / Kathryn Harvey
Read by Laura Jennings

All three books of the Kathryn Harvey Butterfly trilogy combined into a single MP3-CD audiobook.  
Includes Butterfly, Stars, and Private Entrance.

Running Time: 2,981 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 MP3 CD

The Duke Becker Mystery Series  / Gary Kassay
Read by Andy White

All four books of the Gary Kassay Duke Becker Mystery Series combined into a single MP3-CD audio-
book.  Includes Murder in Silence, Murder by Prophecy, Classic Murder, and Murder by the Invisibles.

Running Time: 2,403 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 MP3 CD

The Jeff Trask Thriller Series  / Marc Rainer
Read by James Conlan

All three books of the Marc Rainer Jeff Trask Thriller Series combined into a single MP3-CD audio-
book.  Capital Kill, Horns of the Devil, and Death’s White Horses.   

Running Time: 1,727 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 MP3 CD

The Brian Harmon Temple of the Blind Series  / Brian Harmon
Read by Norman Gilligan

All six books of the Brian Harmon Temple of the Blind series combined into a single MP3-CD audio-
book.  Includes The Box, Gilbert House, The Temple of the Blind, Road Beneath the Wood, Secret of the 
Labyrinth, and The Judgment of the Sentinels.

Running Time: 2,510 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95

The Forever Man Series / Craig Zerf
Read by Michael Neeb

All six books of Craig Zerf ’s The Forever Man Series combined into a single MP3-CD audiobook:  
Pulse, Axeman, Clanwar, Unicorn, Betrayal, and Rebirth.

Running Time: 1,783 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 MP3 CD
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Classic Titles

If viewing online, click on cover images to hear audio samples



Animal Farm / George Orwell
Read by John Sackville

Farmer Jones’s animals rise up in rebellion and take over the farm. Tired of being exploited, the animals 
vow to create a new and more just society. However, when the pigs begin their crusade to consolidate 
their power the other animals make the daunting realization that “some animals are more equal than 
others.” The novel is a thinly veiled satire containing a message about world politics and especially 
Communism and the former Soviet Union under Josef Stalin in particular. However, throughout the 
book Orwell renders powerful insights about the truth behind various forms of political power, includ-
ing capitalism, and imperialism in accessible language.  Not available in the United States.

Running Time: 177 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn / Mark Twain
Read by Denny Delk

There is no limit to Mark Twain’s inventive genius, and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn must be 
pronounced the most amusing book he has ever written. The reader’s interest is strongly enlisted in the 
fortunes of two boys and a runaway slave that he follows their adventures with keen curiosity, although 
his common sense tells him that the incidents are as absurd as they are fantastic.  —The San Francisco 
Chronicle, March 15, 1885.

Running Time: 515 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes / Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Read by Monroe McBride

Dr. Watson chronicles some of the more interesting detective cases that he and his good friend, Mr. 
Sherlock Holmes, have encountered during their association. We see the cases unfold as he does, mar-
velling at the impeccable observations, remarkable insight, and doggedness which Holmes displays as 
he teases apart the tangled clues. Packaged as twelve distinct cases, by the end of this book your own 
senses of observation and deductive reasoning should be improved!

Running Time: 675 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer / Mark Twain
Read by Ian Lynch

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, originally published in 1876, was the first novel written on a typewriter. 
Mark Twain’s lively tale of the scrapes and adventures of boyhood is set in St. Petersburg, Missouri, 
where Tom Sawyer and his friend Huckleberry Finn have the kinds of adventures many boys can imag-
ine: racing bugs during class, impressing girls, especially Becky Thatcher, with fights and stunts in the 
schoolyard, getting lost in a cave, and playing pirates on the Mississippi River.

Running Time: 433 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Age of Innocence / Edith Wharton
Read by Mary Hildebrandt

Having been born into a life of wealth and privilege, Edith Wharton was part of the small clique of 
aristocratic families that held sway over New York City’s social and cultural life at the turn of the nine-
teenth century. In The Age of Innocence, Wharton looks back fondly on the life that was enjoyed by the 
privileged class of the East Coast before the many changes wrought by World War I.

Running Time: ~700 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland  / Lewis Carroll  
Read by Bobbin Beam

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is one of the most famous and enduring children’s classics of all time. 
The novel, Lewis Carroll’s most popular work, is full of whimsical charm, and a feeling for the absurd 
that is unsurpassed even to this day.

Running Time: 176 minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Army Life in a Black Regiment  / Thomas Wentworth Higginson  
Read by Felbrigg Herriot

Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson records the adventures of the First South Carolina Volunteers, 
the first slave regiment mustered into the service of the United States during the Civil War.

Running Time: 487 minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Atomic Bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki / The Manhattan Engineer District 
Read by Denny Sayers

This report, compiled by the Manhattan Engineer District of the United States Army under the direc-
tion of Major General Leslie R. Groves, describes the effects of the atomic bombs which were dropped 
on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 6 and 9, 1945, respectively. It summarizes 
all the authentic information that was available on damage to structures, injuries to personnel, morale 
effect, etc., and which could be released in 1945 without prejudicing the security of the United States.

Running Time: 210 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Black Beauty / Anna Sewell  
Read by Cori Samuel

Anna Sewell’s intention in writing Black Beauty was to promote the humane treatment of horses, and 
the book is credited with having the greatest effect on the treatment of animals of any publication in 
history.  Sewell only wrote one book in her lifetime, as she died a few months after publication, but 
Black Beauty has proven to be a book of great importance and popularity, and is still one of the most 
widely read books in the world.

Running Time: 335 minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Blue Lagoon / H. De Vere Stacpoole
Read by Adrian Praetzellis

Two young children and a galley cook survive a shipwreck in the South Pacific and are stranded on a 
lush tropical island. The cook, kindly old salt Paddy Button, assumes the responsibility for caring for 
the children. Paddy eventually dies in a drunken binge and the children are left to survive solely on 
their resourcefulness and the bounty of their remote paradise. In time, Richard and Emmeline grow 
into beautiful young adults when strange emotions begin to influence their relationship.

Running Time: 459 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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Best American Humorous Short Stories / Various  
Read by Stephanye Dussud

Eighteen of the very best classic American humorous short stories by authors including: George Pope 
Morris, Edgar Allan Poe, Caroline M.S. Kirkland, Eliza Leslie, George William Curtis, Edward Ever-
ett Hale, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Mark Twain, Harry Stillwell Edwards, Richard Malcolm Johnston, 
Henry Cuyler Bunner, Frank Richard Stockton, Bret Harte, O. Henry, George Randolph Chester, Grace 
MacGowan Cooke, William James Lampton, and Wells Hastings.

Running Time: 644 minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Call of the Wild / Jack London
Read by Melanie Haynes

Jack London’s Call of the Wild is a beautiful tale of Buck, a house dog torn from the comforts of hearth 
and home in sunny California and thrust into the unforgiving wild. Through Buck, London takes us 
on a journey where the shackles of civilization are left behind, leading us to a simultaneously unknown 
and familiar past. Forgotten senses are awakened and survival is key. The story awakens in us some-
thing primal—the desire to be truly free.

Running Time: 210 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Canterville Ghost / Oscar Wilde
Read by David Barnes

An amusing chronicle of the tribulations of the Ghost of Canterville Chase when its ancestral halls 
become the home of Hiram Otis, the American Minister to the Court of St. James. Deftly contrasting 
the conventional gothic ghost story with the pragmatism of the modern world, Wilde creates a satire of 
American materialism, a lampoon of traditional British values, and an amusing twist on the traditional 
gothic horror tale.

Running Time: 86 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Choices - The True Story of One Family’s Daring Escape to Freedom / J.E. Laufer
Read by Deva Marie Gregory

The true story of one family’s daring escape to freedom.  Only a decade has passed since their ordeal in 
the Holocaust. They came home, to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives, only to find themselves 
again placed in harm’s way. What if the CHOICES were to live in a country that offered your family a 
future without freedom or risk everything and everyone in search of a better life? Which would you 
choose? An uplifting, unforgettable story of courage, bravery and the power of human kindness.

Running Time: 209 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Common Sense / Thomas Paine
Read by Gary Gilberd

Thomas Paine’s Common Sense stands as the most widely read and most influential document written 
during the crucial years of 1775 - 1776. When Paine wrote that “we have it in our power to begin the 
world over again,” he both captured the imaginations of colonists who yearned for unfettered freedom 
and sensed that the American Revolution could be an event of transcendent historical importance.  

Running Time: 134 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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David Copperfield / Charles Dickens
Read by Roger (RD) Watson

Charles Dickens’ classic novel David Copperfield is loosely based on the life of the author. It 
tells the story of David Copperfield’s life from childhood to adulthood with all of the hard-
ships, changes, and good fortune that David encounters on his life journey.  It focuses on 
the relationships he develops with a huge cast of characters who he meets as he travels from 
rags to riches and back again.  The book was serialized before it was first published in book 
form in 1850. Dickens is beloved for his complex rags-to-riches stories; realistic, sympa-
thetic views of class disparities and poverty; and unforgettable characters like David.   

Running Time: ~1,000 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Dracula / Bram Stoker
Read by Roger Watson

Although myths and legends about vampires had existed since ancient times, Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula is considered by many to be the work that launched the vampire into the human 
lexicon and is undoubtedly the most popular and well-known vampire story ever written.  

Running Time: 1,002 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Emma / Jane Austen
Read by Judi Pennington

Emma is Jane Austen’s classic comic novel about a lively, intellectual twenty-one year old girl who has 
little to do and is often weary of her empty everyday life. Emma often entertains herself by attempting 
to make matches between those around her, and jumps at the chance to help a destitute girl to secure 
the local vicar, Mr. Elton, as a potential suitor. As the story progresses, Austen weaves a wonderfully 
enchanting and complicated tale about the consequences of matchmaking gone awry.

Running Time: 1,035 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

FBI Report on Unidentified Flying Objects / The Federal Bureau of Investigation
Read by Roger Melin

In 1947, a rash of sightings of Unexplained Flying Objects (UFOs) swept America. Although the newly 
formed U.S. Air Force was the primary investigator of these sightings, the FBI received many reports 
and worked for a time with the Air Force to investigate these matters. This release, declassified and 
made public in response to a U.S. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, details the FBI’s role in 
investigating UFO reports between 1947 and 1954.

Running Time: 69 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Federalist Papers / Publius
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

The Federalist Papers were first published in 1787 in the New York press under the signature of “Pub-
lius”, a psuedonym used by the three authors: John Jay, James Madison and Alexander Hamilton.  Jay 
was responsible for only a few of the 85 articles. The essays appeared in bookform in 1788 and are gen-
erally considered to be one of the most important contributions to political thought made in America. 
The papers were meant to be influential in the campaign for the adoption of the Constitution by New 
York State. The authors discussed many general problems of politics in addition to the issues of the 
constitution.

Running Time: 1,152 minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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The House of the Seven Gables / Nathaniel Hawthorne
Read by Mark Smith

The House of the Seven Gables explores themes of guilt, retribution, and atonement in a New England 
family and colors the tale with suggestions of the supernatural and witchcraft. An evil house, cursed 
through the centuries by a man who was hanged for witchcraft, is haunted by the ghosts of its sinful 
dead and wracked by the fear of its frightened living.  Written as a follow-up to The Scarlet Letter, The 
House of the Seven Gables is truly a masterful blending of the actual and the imaginary.

Running Time: 717 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

How to Analyze People on Sight / Elsie Lincoln Benedict  
Read by Alicia Kaye

Elsie Lincoln Benedict’s How to Analyze People on Sight was received as a serious scientific work of ana-
lytic sociology in 1921, but fast forward ninety years and the same words ring hilarious.  Apparently 
well intended at the time, one can only imagine the number of hapless souls that must have trudged 
forward through life after reading Benedict’s masterpiece, certain in their belief that their fate was 
inescapably governed by the shape of their face or the length of their neck.

Running Time: 416 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Hunchback of Notre Dame / Victor Hugo
Read by Mark Nelson

Quasimodo, the hunchback bellringer of Notre Dame’s cathedral meets a beautiful gypsy dancer, Es-
meralda, and falls in love with her. So does Quasimodo’s guardian, the archdeacon of the cathedral, 
and a poor street poet. But Esmeralda is in love with a handsome soldier. When a mob mistakes her for 
a witch, it’s up to Quasimodo to rescue her and claim sanctuary for her in the cathedral.

Running Time: 1,303 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl / Harriet Jacobs
Read by Audio Élan

Harriet Jacobs’ autobiography, written under the pseudonym Linda Brent, details her experiences as 
a slave in North Carolina, her escape to freedom in the north, and her ensuing struggles to free her 
children. The narrative was partly serialized in the New York Tribune, but was discontinued because 
Jacobs’ depictions of the sexual abuse of female slaves were considered too shocking. It was published 
in book form in 1861. 

Running Time: 405 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

It Can’t Happen Here / Sinclair Lewis
Read by Brian P. Craig

First published in 1935, when Americans were still largely oblivious to the rise of Hitler in Europe, this 
prescient novel tells a cautionary tale about the fragility of democracy and offers an alarming, eerily 
timeless look at how fascism could take hold in America. Doremus Jessup, a newspaper editor, is dis-
mayed to find that many of the people he knows support presidential candidate Berzelius Windrip. The 
suspiciously fascist Windrip is offering to save the nation from sex, crime, welfare cheats, and a liberal 
press. But after Windrip wins the election, dissent soon becomes dangerous for Jessup. Windrip forc-
ibly gains control of Congress and the Supreme Court and, with the aid of his personal paramilitary 
storm troopers, turns the United States into a totalitarian state. 

Running Time: ~600 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD
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Jane Eyre / Charlotte Brontë
Read by Judi Pennington

After living a miserable life with her aunt, ten year old orphan Jane Eyre is sent to Lowood, a boarding 
school for poor children.  Within  her petite frame and simple manner lies a heart full of passion and 
spirit. Jane learns to hide her temper, but the injustices of the world still burn in her soul.  At the age of 
eighteen, she takes a job as governess in the home of Edward Rochester, but soon realizes that there is 
something odd in the house and regularly sees shadowy figures and hears voices.  As she and her new 
employer develop a deep affection for each other, the secret of the Rochester household threatens to 
keep them apart. 

Running Time: 1,224 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Kama Sutra of Vātsyāyana / Vātsyāyana
Read by Rita Sharma

Written by the ancient Indian philosopher Vātsyāyana sometime between the 1st and 6th centuries 
A.D., The Kama Sutra is literally translated as “Aphorisms on Love.” It is intended as a manual for not 
only love and intimacy but also a treatise on the politics and customs of relationships between men 
and women. The Kama Sutra, while sought after for its instruction on sexual positions, is much more 
than just a guide for lovemaking. Presented here is the classic translation of Sir Richard Francis Burton. 

Running Time: 375 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Lancashire Witches / William Harrison Ainsworth
Read by Andy Winter

When a Cistercian monk, Borlace Alvetham, is falsely accused of witchcraft and condemned to death 
by his rival, Brother Paslew, he sells his soul to Satan and escapes. Granted the powers of a warlock, 
he returns in the guise of Nicholas Demdike to witness Paslew’s execution for treason. Dying, Paslew 
curses Demdike’s offspring—who become the titular “Lancashire Witches.” Years later, Mother Dem-
dike, a powerful witch, and her clan face rival witches, raise Alizon Devi as their own, and try to cor-
rupt Alizon despite her innocent ways. Ultimately, the story becomes a struggle between Heaven and 
Hell, with Alizon’s fate hanging in the balance.

Running Time: 1,491 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe / Daniel Defoe
Read by Mark Smith

Captured by pirates, Robinson Crusoe makes his break in a small boat and undergoes desperate adven-
tures before winning his way back to civilization. Lightning strikes a second time and he is marooned 
on a small island off South America. Crusoe eventually builds a fort and creates a kingdom for himself 
by taming animals, gathering fruit, growing crops, and hunting, and spends more than two decades in 
isolation before acquiring a sidekick—the man Friday.

Running Time: 681 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Madame Butterfly / John Luther Long
Read by Tamzin Denny

Cho-Cho San (Butterfly), a young Japanese girl, marries Benjamin Franklin Pinkerton, a young U.S. 
Navy lieutenant and is denounced by her family for forsaking their ancestral religion. When he leaves 
her to return to his world, Butterfly confidently and patiently awaits his homecoming. Three years later, 
Pinkerton’s ship finally anchors in the harbor again, but Butterfly does not get the happy ending she 
was hoping for.

Running Time: 110 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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The Man in the Iron Mask / Alexandre Dumas
Read by Mark Smith

The Man in the Iron Mask is Alexandre Dumas’ darker, more grown-up aftermath of The Three Muske-
teers. King Louis XIV has ushered in an era of absolute power, where his word is law and he accepts no 
dissent. Through his beloved characters of D’Artagnan, Athos, Aramis, and Porthos, Dumas reminded 
his readers of what they might be missing in their own France. The Man in the Iron Mask climactically 
concludes the epic adventures of the three Musketeers who, once invincible, meet their final destinies.

Running Time: 1,233 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Metamorphosis / Franz Kafka
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

As travelling salesman Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams, he found himself trans-
formed in his bed into a gigantic insect. He was lying on his hard, as it were armor-plated, back and 
when he lifted his head a little he could see his domelike brown belly divided into stiff arched segments 
on top of which the bed quilt could hardly stay in place and was about to slide off completely. His nu-
merous legs, which were pitifully thin compared to the rest of his bulk, waved helplessly before his eyes.

Running Time: 159 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Moby-Dick / Herman Melville
Read by James Conlan

Herman Melville’s classic masterpiece tells the story of the wandering sailor Ishmael and his voyage on 
the whaleship Pequod, commanded by Captain Ahab. Ishmael soon learns that Ahab seeks one specific 
whale, Moby-Dick, a white sperm whale of tremendous size and ferocity. Moby-Dick is considered 
one of the greatest novels in the English language and has secured Melville’s place among America’s 
greatest writers.

Running Time: 1,284 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Mysterious Affair at Styles / Agatha Christie
Read by Judi Pennington

In this first novel by Agatha Christie, she introduces the inimitable Hercule Poirot, who would go on 
to appear in 33 Christie novels and 54 short stories.  The Mysterious Affair at Styles deals with the case 
of an old woman poisoned with strychnine for her money. Nothing is obvious, however, in the way 
Christie handles a plot. The story spirals round and round, leading the reader in one direction, then 
another, convincing the reader that first one character, then another is the guilty party.

Running Time: 384 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Old Indian Legends / Zitkala-Sa
Read by Robert Scott

Zitkala-Sa, a South Dakota Sioux born in 1876, the year of the Battle of the Little Big Horn, was an 
educator, musician, writer, and activist. She served as the secretary and treasurer of the Society of 
American Indians and as editor of its American Indian Magazine. While at first these traditions and 
stories may strike the outsider as different and alien, to some extent they can evoke some European 
fairy tale traditions.

Running Time: 136 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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Persuasion / Jane Austen
Ready by Marion Castle

Jane Austen’s Persuasion focuses on the regret and loneliness of Anne Elliot, who had rejected a pro-
posal of marriage from the one man she truly loved. She struggles between the validity of the reasons 
for the rejection and the flittering hope that their love might persevere.  Persuasion is about a lost love 
re-kindled.  Considered by some to be the most powerful love story ever written, the book will leave 
you breathless.

Running Time: 533 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Peter Pan / James Matthew Barrie
Ready by Bobbin Beam

Peter Pan was first performed as a play in 1904, and has since become one of the most widely per-
formed and adapted children’s stories in the world.  It is considered by many to be the only children’s 
play that is also a great work of literature.  Peter Pan’s success is due in part to a fresh means of storytell-
ing that appeals to both adults and children. While children enjoy the imaginative story and flights of 
fancy, adults can relate to Peter Pan’s desire to forego mature responsibilities and live in the moment.

Running Time: 414 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Poor Little Rich Girl / Eleanore Gates
Read by Susan Umpleby

Gwendolyn’s family is rich, but her parents ignore her and she is left to the care of servants who are 
indifferent. She is lonely and longs for a friend. Her nanny’s irresponsibility leads to a tragedy, which 
brings them to realize the error of their ways and rethink what is important to them.

Running Time: 430 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Pride and Prejudice / Jane Austen
Read by Helen Lisanti

Charles Bingley, a wealthy young gentleman, has moved into Netherfield Park manor, which causes 
much excitement in the village of Longbourn, especially among the five unmarried daughters of the 
Bennet household. Despite many romantic complications, the overall tone of this classic novel is, as 
Jane Austen described it, “light and bright, and sparkling.”

Running Time: 781 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Prince and the Pauper / Mark Twain
Read by James Conlan

In this classic Twain tale, a poor commoner and a young prince each find out how the other half lives. 
Tom Canty is a young man from a laboring family who bears a striking resemblance to Prince Edward, 
the son of King Henry VIII and heir to his throne. Tom and Edward meet by chance, and they decide 
to exchange places briefly as a lark; Edward will get to live as an ordinary boy, and Tom will enjoy the 
perks of royalty. But the two are separated before they can let everyone in on the joke, and Tom discov-
ers as he pretends to be Price Edward that the castle is awash in corruption.

Running Time: 447 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects / Captain Edward J. Ruppelt
Read by Roger Melin

“It is well known that ever since the first flying saucer was reported in June 1947 the Air Force has of-
ficially said that there is no proof that such a thing as an interplanetary spaceship exists. But what is not 
well known is that this conclusion is far from being unanimous among the military and their scientific 
advisers because of the one word, ‘proof ’; so the UFO investigations continue.”  —Captain Edward J. 
Ruppelt, Former Head of the Air Force Project Blue Book, July 1955.

Running Time: 962 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

A Room with a View / E.M. Forster
Read by Tamzin Denny

Lucy Honeychurch, a young English woman, has her horizons broadened by a stimulating visit to Flor-
ence and is forced to question the merits of her homeland and the man she has pledged to marry. At 
the Pensione Bertolini, Lucy meets the charming and free-spirited George Emerson. Although intrigued 
by George, once she’s back in England Lucy ponders settling down with the wealthy, staid Cecil Vyse. 
When George reappears in her life, Lucy must decide between him and Cecil.  Forster’s exquisite comedy 
of manners is also a hymn to the vitality and creative passion of early 20th century Florence, and its 
favourable comparison with a tedious, repressed England.

Running Time: 461 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Rough Riders / Theodore Roosevelt
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

The Rough Riders (1899) is the story of the First U.S. Volunteer Cavalry, the regiment Theodore Roo-
sevelt led to enduring fame in Cuba during the Spanish-American War.  Roosevelt recounts how the 
regiment was raised from an unusual mixture of hardened southwestern frontiersmen and privileged 
northeastern college graduates, and how it trained in Texas before sailing southward through the topic 
seas toward the unknown. Writing at a time when war could still be seen as a romantic adventure and  
rich with action, violence, camaraderie, and courage, Roosevelt describes the confusion of fighting in 
the jungle; the heat, hunger, rain, mud, and malaria that tested his men, and their ultimate triumph on 
the San Juan Heights.

Running Time: 170 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

Sense and Sensibility / Jane Austen
Read by Marion Castle

Sense and Sensibility is a sharply detailed portraiture of the decorum surrounding courtship and the 
importance of marriage for women in early-nineteenth-century upper-class English society.  The story 
revolves around Elinor and Marianne Dashwood who, as members of the upper class, cannot “work” 
for a living and must therefore make a suitable marriage to ensure their livelihood. 

Running Time: 737 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Siddhartha / Hermann Hesse
Read by David Cross

Siddhartha conveys a very profound message for all those who seek meaning in their lives. Though set 
in India, the concerns it addresses are universal—the conflict between mind, body, and spirit.  It is a 
story of a Brahmin boy who follows his heart and ventures out into the world to experience life as a pi-
ous Brahmin, a Samana , a rich merchant, a lover, an ordinary ferryman to a father—each life bringing 
a new awakening, bringing him closer to the truth till he finally is one with Buddha.

Running Time: 352 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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The Secret Adversary / Agatha Christie
Read by Judi Pennington

It is just after World War I and Tommy Beresford and Tuppence Cowley are desperately short of mon-
ey. With jobs on thin ice and restless for excitement, they embark on a daring business scheme – Young 
Adventurers Ltd. ‘willing to do anything, go anywhere’. When their first assignment, for the sinister Mr. 
Whittington, puts both of them in mortal danger, they have to use all of their ingenuity and cunning 
to save not only their own lives, but that of the mysterious Jane Finn.

Running Time: 526 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Social Contract / Jean Jacques Rousseau
Read by Monroe Clark McBride

Rousseau’s Social Contract remains, after a quarter of a millennium, one of the most controversial texts 
in the history of political philosophy, variously seen as a model for participatory democracy, a blue-
print for totalitarianism, and several points in between. In addition to Rousseau’s magnum opus, this 
production includes an introduction by George Douglas Howard Cole, an English political theorist, 
economist, writer and historian. Also included are three discourses that Rousseau composed apart 
from The Social Contract. Though not part of his magnum opus, these discourses treat elements from 
the main piece and elaborate on the same subject.

Running Time: 771 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

The Story of My Life / Helen Keller
Read by Sara Morsey

Helen Keller overcame the seemingly insurmountable obstacles of deafness and blindness to become 
an icon of perseverance, respected and honored by readers, historians, and activists. Her autobiog-
raphy, The Story of My Life, published in the United States in 1903, is still read today for its ability to 
motivate and reassure readers. In the book Keller recounts the first twenty-two years of her life, from 
her early childhood illness that left her blind and deaf through her second year at Radcliffe College.

Running Time: 264 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde / Robert Louis Stevenson
Read by Kristen Hughes

After hearing Mr. Enfield’s account of a distressing event involving Edward Hyde, the heir of his friend, 
Henry Jekyll, John Utterson is convinced that Jekyll’s relationship with Hyde is built on something 
sinister. Utterson’s concern for his friend is not unfounded but the reasons aren’t quite what he, at first, 
believes.

Running Time: 167 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Swiss Family Robinson / Johann David Wyss
Read by James Conlan

The Swiss Family Robinson has delighted generations of readers with its exciting tale of a family which, 
though shipwrecked, displays “the right stuff ” and builds a charming colony that later, they do not 
want to leave. Cut off from the companionship of other humans, they use a familiarity with natural 
history and biology to find the resources to not only survive, but thrive. They domesticate animals, 
establish a farm, and finally, have a terrifying encounter with natives from a nearby island.

Running Time: 694 Minutes; Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD
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A Tale of Two Cities / Charles Dickens 
Read by Roger Watson

Charles Dickens takes us to the year 1775, where England and France are undergoing a period of social 
upheaval and turmoil. The forces that are leading to revolution in France are colliding with a circle of 
people in England, causing their destinies to be irrevocably intertwined.

Running Time: 924 minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

The Time Machine / H.G. Wells
Read by David McAlister

As H.G. Wells’ Time Traveler theorizes, the working class has been pushed underground for so long 
that it has evolved into a distinct, nocturnal species. The upper class has remained above ground, and 
their advanced civilization, stocked with amenities, has turned them into weak, lazy, and dependent 
creatures. But at some point the underground group—the Morlocks—run out of food and are forced 
to hunt down the Eloi, which it now breeds like cattle.

Running Time: 207 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Tom Swift and the Electronic Hydrolung / Victor Appleton
Read by Mark Smith

Tom Swift works with the Navy to recover a Jupiter probe missile designed and built by Swift Enter-
prises when the Brungarians attempt to steal the probe and its scientific data. In a race against time, 
Tom invents several underwater devices to assist with the recovery and counter the threat of a stealth 
submarine developed by the Brungarians.

Running Time: 222 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

Uncle Tom’s Cabin / Harriet Beecher Stowe
Read by John Greenman

“There are nearly four millions of slaves in the United States; and the question now presents itself to 
every free born American citizen; what are we to do with them? The abolition party demand their 
immediate emancipation. Is it practicable, safe, or proper? What would be the consequences? What 
would be the consequence of turning loose upon ourselves four millions of human beings, to prowl 
about like wild beasts without restraint, or control, and commit depredations on the white popula-
tion?“ —Excerpted from A Review of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, by A. Woodward, M.D., 1853.

Running Time: 1,081 Minutes;  Retail Price: $39.95 Audio CD

War of the Worlds / H.G. Wells
Read by Roger Watson

H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds is one of the most terrifying and morally prescient science fiction novels 
ever penned. Beginning with a series of strange flashes in the distant night sky, the Martian attack 
initially causes little concern on Earth. Then the destruction erupts—ten massive aliens roam England 
and destroy with heat rays everything in their path. Very soon mankind finds itself on the brink of 
extinction.

Running Time: 400 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD
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White Fang / Jack London
Read by Mark Smith

White Fang is the story of a wolf that comes, after many hardships dealt him by both man and nature, to 
live a dog’s life with a loving master.  Published in 1906, White Fang became an immediate commercial 
success.  It continues to be popular a century after its initial publication. In its unblinking portrayals of 
nature’s unforgiving harshness, of humankind’s capacity for both shocking brutality and unconditional 
love, and of the struggle for survival that is common to all life, White Fang is classic London.

Running Time: 460 Minutes;  Retail Price: $19.95 Audio CD

The Wizard of Oz / L. Frank Baum
Read by Marion Castle

This beloved tale of a Kansas farm girl who travels over the rainbow to discover the magical power of 
home will take you through a field of poppies, down a yellow brick road and to the Emerald City, with 
a loyal Scarecrow, Tin Man and Cowardly Lion along for the journey. When a tornado rips through 
Kansas, Dorothy and her dog, Toto, are whisked away in their house to the magical land of Oz. They 
follow the Yellow Brick Road toward the Emerald City to meet the Wizard, and en route they meet a 
Scarecrow that needs a brain, a Tin Man missing a heart, and a Cowardly Lion who wants courage. 
The wizard asks the group to bring him the broom of the Wicked Witch of the West to earn his help.

Running Time: 260 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD

Wuthering Heights / Emily Brontë
Read by Marion Castle

Emily Brontë’s only novel, published in 1847 under the pseudonym Ellis Bell, tells the tale of the all-
encompassing and passionate—yet thwarted—love between Heathcliff and Catherine Earnshaw, and 
how this unresolved passion eventually destroys them and many around them.

Running Time: 855 Minutes;  Retail Price: $29.95 Audio CD
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Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781620792759 9781620793992 7 Days in May Audio CD

9781620791813 9781620794005 A New World: CHAOS Audio CD
9781620791790 9781620794425 A New World: RETURN Audio CD
9781620792582 9781620792599 Animal Farm Audio CD
9781620799178 9781620799185 A Room with a View Audio CD
9781620790489 9781620793602 A Tale of Two Cities Audio CD
9781620796481 9781620795361 A Winter of Wolves Audio CD
9781620790342 9781620793732 Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Audio CD
9781620792582 9781620792599 Animal Farm Audio CD
9781937028305 9781620793978 Army Life in a Black Regiment Audio CD
9781620791936 9781620794029 At the Gates of Walhalla Audio CD
9781620799796 9781620799802 Babylon Unbound! Audio CD
9781620799291 9781620799307 Back to Normal Audio CD
9781620798669 9781620798676 Backbiters Audio CD
9781620799741 9781620799758 Battle Mage - Remastered Audio CD
9781620799765 9781620799772 Battle Mage - Remastered MP3 CD
9781620792469 9781620794036 Beast of the Field Audio CD
9781620797709 9781620797716 Before Sunrise Audio CD
9781620797761 9781620797778 Before the Brightest Dawn Audio CD
9781620795941 9781620795064 Begin with Yes Audio CD
9781620790441 9781620793725 Best American Humorous Short Stories Audio CD
9781620792230 9781620794043 Big Hot Kisses Audio CD
9781937028893 9781620793930 Black Beauty Audio CD
9781620795699 9781620794906 Blackout Audio CD
9781620799628 9781620799635 Blood Princesses of the Vampires Audio CD
9781620797396 9781620797402 Broken Ground Audio CD
9781620796818 9781620795521 Blood Moon Audio CD
9781620792728 9781620794050 Buffalo Soldiers Audio CD
9781620796283 9781620795255 Business is Business Audio CD
9781620793084 9781620794739 Butterfly Audio CD
9781620795804 9781620795019 Butterfly MP3 CD
9781620793312 9781620795163 Butterfly Trilogy MP3 CD
9781620791691 9781620794678 Capital Kill Audio CD
9781620796795 9781620795514 Carnage - Book 1 Audio CD
9781620796856 9781620795545 Carnage - Book 2 Audio CD
9781620798935 9781620798942 Choices Audio CD
9781620798300 9781620798317 Chrysalis Audio CD
9781620791875 9781620794074 Classic Murder Audio CD
9781620796207 9781620795217 Cold-Blooded Audio CD
9781937028886 9781620793763 Common Sense Audio CD
9781620793268 9781620794821 Condition Black Audio CD
9781620791370 9781620794715 Conduit Audio CD
9781620792407 9781620794081 Connected Audio CD
9781620792995 9781620793343 Connected MP3 CD
9781620798218 9781620798225 Covenants: Elegy Audio CD
9781620792520 9781620794463 Creatures of Appetite Audio CD



Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781620792254 9781620794098 Dangerous Embrace Audio CD
9781620791837 9781620794104 Dark Places Audio CD
9781620796795 9781620795514 Dark Shadows Audio CD
9781620796146 9781620795187 Daughter of the Sun Audio CD
9781620799086 9781620799093 David Copperfield Audio CD
9781620798904 9781620798911 Dawn of Ages Audio CD
9781620799970 9781620799987 Deadly Night Audio CD
9781620796917 9781620795576 Death Votes Last Audio CD
9781620793121 9781620794753 Death’s White Horses Audio CD
9781620795798 9781620794968 December Boys Audio CD
9781620798249 9781620798256 Decimus Fate and the Talisman of Dreams Audio CD
9781620799680 9781620799697 Decimus Fate and the Butcher of Guile Audio CD
9781620795651 9781620794883 Devil Mountain Audio CD
9781620798720 9781620798737 Dishonor Thy Father Audio CD
9781620793107 9781620794746 Domina Audio CD
9781620795842 9781620795057 Domina MP3 CD
9781937028916 9781620793541 Dracula Audio CD
9781620799208 9781620799215 Dreamshores: Monster Island Audio CD
9781620796351 9781620795293 Duke Becker Mystery Series MP3 CD
9781620798157 9781620798164 Dysphoria: Rise Audio CD
9781620798188 9781620798195 Dysphoria: Permanence Audio CD
9781620796245 9781620795231 Emancipation Audio CD
9781620790496 9781620793718 Emma Audio CD
9781620798393 9781620798409 False Hope Audio CD
9781620795675 9781620794890 False Security Audio CD
9781937028879 9781620794227 FBI Report on Unidentified Flying Objects Audio CD
9781620796429 9781620795330 Final Crossing Audio CD
9781620795637 9781620794876 Finders Keepers Audio CD
9781620793183 9781620794784 First and Only Audio CD
9781620792070 9781620794111 For Nothing Audio CD
9781620792872 9781620794432 Frame 232 Audio CD
9781620799659 9781620799666 From the Ashes of Amiens Audio CD
9781620793305 9781620794845 Gilbert House Audio CD
9781620796634 9781620795439 Give Up the Dead Audio CD
9781620796078 9781620795132 Green City in the Sun Audio CD
9781620796122 9781620795170 Green City in the Sun MP3 CD
9781620796719 9781620795477 Green Light Audio CD
9781620799260 9781620799277 Grenade Bouquets Audio CD
9781620795972 9781620795088 Here After Audio CD
9781620797679 9781620797686 He Who Laughs Last Audio CD
9781620799116 9781620799123 Hidden Pearl Audio CD
9781620791455 9781620794647 Honest Sid Audio CD
9781620791394 9781620794708 Horns of the Devil Audio CD
9781620792674 9781620794128 Housekeeping for the Soul Audio CD
9781937028978 9781620794395 How to Analyze People on Sight Audio CD
9781620791776 9781620794449 Hudson Run Audio CD



Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781620792810 9781620794135 If Not for the Dawn Audio CD
9781620792964 9781620793398 If Not for the Dawn MP3 CD
9781620799413 9781620799420 Immortal Destiny Audio CD
9781620799444 9781620799451 Immortal Dragon Audio CD
9781620799352 9781620799369 Immortal Plague Audio CD
9781620799383 9781620799390 Immortal Reign Audio CD
9781620799475 9781620799482 Immortal Tyranny Audio CD
9781620792933 9781620794142 Incentivize Audio CD
9781937028848 9781620793626 Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl Audio CD
9781620796870 9781620795552 It Can’t Happen Here Audio CD
9781620798874 9781620798881 Jack Frost and the Carol Audio CD
9781620790403 9781620793701 Jane Eyre Audio CD
9781620796368 9781620795309 Jeff Trask Thriller Series MP3 CD
9781620790908 9781620791127 Jump Seat Audio CD
9781620797501 9781620797518 Junkie Love Audio CD
9781620792278 9781620794159 Killer in Sight Audio CD
9781620795613 9781620794869 Lamentation Audio CD
9781620796993 9781620797006 Last Breath Audio CD
9781620793244 9781620794814 Last Light Falling - Book 1 Audio CD
9781620796344 9781620795286 Last Light Falling - Book 2 Audio CD
9781620798997 9781620799000 Letters From Bud Audio CD
9781620791479 9781620794630 Letters Never Sent Audio CD
9781620792193 9781620794166 Leverage Audio CD
9781620791752 9781620794470 Leverage: The Mistaken Audio CD
9781620799710 9781620799727 Madame Butterfly Audio CD
9781620798966 9781620798973 Miillennial Fears Audio CD
9781620793220 9781620794807 Miracle Man Audio CD
9781620797853 9781620797860 Mistwood Audio CD
9781620797884 9781620797891 Mob Rules Audio CD
9781937028763 9781620793572 Moby Dick Audio CD
9781620792322 9781620794173 Murder by Prophecy Audio CD
9781620791899 9781620794661 Murder by the Invisibles Audio CD
9781620792346 9781620794180 Murder in Silence Audio CD
9781620798751 9781620798768 My Perfect Imperfections Audio CD
9781620792179 9781620794197 Nameless Audio CD
9781620796306 9781620795262 Night Trains Audio CD
9781620793060 9781620794722 Nine Lives Audio CD
9781620798690 9781620798706 Oath of Allegiance Audio CD
9781620799147 9781620799154 Oblivia Audio CD
9781620798331 9781620798348 Occam’s Razor Audio CD
9781620792858 9781620794203 Oh, The Horror Audio CD
9781937028343 9781620793916 Old Indian Legends Audio CD
9781620796443 9781620795347 One Way Audio CD
9781620799024 9781620799031 Orange City Audio CD
9781620792292 9781620794210 Out of the Shadows Audio CD
9781620791912 9781620793534 Persuasion Audio CD



Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781937028909 9781620793695 Peter Pan Audio CD
9781620796962 9781620796979 Pinched Audio CD
9781620798515 9781620798522 Plob Audio CD
9781620798546 9781620798522 Plob Goes South Audio CD
9781620798577 9781620798584 Plob Fights Back Audio CD
9781620791714 9781620794494 Precious Embrace Audio CD
9780984375967 9781620793909 Pride and Prejudice Audio CD
9781620795712 9781620794913 Private Entrance Audio CD
9781620795828 9781620795033 Private Entrance MP3 CD
9781620795750 9781620794937 Race: The Colour of Shame Audio CD
9781620797617 9781620797624 Rag and Bone Audio CD
9781620799949 9781620799956 Reborn Audio CD
9781620796580 9781620795415 Return Fire Audio CD
9781620796504 9781620795378 Revelation Audio CD
9781620797228 9781620797235 Rise of the Realms - Book 1 Audio CD
9781620797259 9781620797266 Rise of the Realms - Book 2 Audio CD
9781620797587 9781620797594 Rise of the Realms - Book 3 Audio CD
9781620797914 9781620797921 Rise of the Realms - Book 4 Audio CD
9781620797945 9781620797952 Rise of the Realms - Book 5 Audio CD
9781620795866 9781620794975 Road Beneath the Wood Audio CD
9781620790519 9781620793893 Robin Hood Audio CD
9781620799239 9781620799246 Runaway Train Audio CD
9781620792896 9781620794234 Savage Bay Audio CD
9781620795880 9781620794982 Secret of the Labyrinth Audio CD
9781937028930 9781620793589 Sense and Sensibility Audio CD
9781620792551 9781620794241 Shadows of an Ancient Foe Audio CD
9781620797471 9781620797488 Shadows of a Tuscan Moon Audio CD
9781620790366 9781620793480 Siddhartha Audio CD
9781620796047 9781620795125 Silent Night Audio CD
9781620792650 9781620794258 Sin Audio CD
9781620798270 9781620798287 Skunk Train Audio CD
9781620798812 9781620798829 Slow Down Audio CD
9781620795927 9781620795002 So Far Out to Sea Audio CD
9781620795996 9781620795095 Soul Flame Audio CD
9798887180014 9798887180021 Sprinkles of Suspicion Audio CD
9781620799321 9781620799338 Stalker Stalked Audio CD
9781620793169 9781620794777 Stars Audio CD
9781620795811 9781620795026 Stars MP3 CD
9781620792919 9781620794265 Stasis Audio CD
9781620797310 9781620797327 Swearing Allegiance Audio CD
9781620796610 9781620795422 Talents Audio CD
9781620791615 9781620794562 Tears of a Hustler - Part 1 Audio CD
9781620791592 9781620794579 Tears of a Hustler - Part 2 Audio CD
9781937028947 9781620793619 The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Audio CD
9781937028831 9781620794531 The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Audio CD
9781937028954 9781620793527 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Audio CD



Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781620790427 9781620790458 The Age of Innocence Audio CD
9781620798782 9781620798799 The Ancestor Audio CD
9781620798003 9781620798010 The Antithesis: Inception Audio CD
9781620798034 9781620798041 The Antithesis: Honor Audio CD
9781620798065 9781620798072 The Antithesis: Fallen Audio CD
9781620798096 9781620798102 The Antithesis: War Audio CD
9781620798126 9781620798133 The Antithesis: Vengeance Audio CD
9781937028367 9781620793848 The Atomic Bombings of Hiroshima & Nagasaki Audio CD
9781620797365 9781620797372 The Aunties Audio CD
9780972329880 9781620793954 The Authoritarians Audio CD
9780984375905 9781620793381 The Authoritarians MP3 CD
9781620795958 9781620795071 Temple of the Blind Series MP3 CD
9781620796092 9781620795149 The Blessing Stone Audio CD
9781937028374 9781620793855 The Blue Lagoon Audio CD
9781620792018 9781620794272 The Book of James Audio CD
9781620792698 9781620793466 The Book of Obeah Audio CD
9781620792971 9781620793473 The Book of Obeah MP3 CD
9781620791738 9781620794500 The Box Audio CD
9781620793145 9781620794760 The Boys Club Audio CD
9781937028961 9781620793558 The Call of the Wild Audio CD
9781937028381 9781620793862 The Canterville Ghost Audio CD
9781620798362 9781620798379 The Chronicler and Mr. Smith Audio CD
9781620795774 9781620794951 The Comfort of Black Audio CD
9780972329811 9781620793961 The Delphinus Chronicles Audio CD
9780972329842 9781620793374 The Delphinus Chronicles MP3 CD
9781620791431 9781620794654 The Devils’ Cradle Audio CD
9781620792483 9781620794289 The Divine Arsonist Audio CD
9781620796016 9781620795101 The Divining Audio CD
9781620793206 9781620794791 The Dreaming Audio CD
9781620795835 9781620795040 The Dreaming MP3 CD
9781620796733 9781620795484 The Errant Flock Audio CD
9781620796931 9781620796948 The Far River Audio CD
9781620796894 9781620795569 The Federalist Papers Audio CD
9781620797044 9781620797051 The Forever Man - Book 1 Audio CD
9781620797075 9781620797082 The Forever Man - Book 2 Audio CD
9781620797105 9781620797112 The Forever Man - Book 3 Audio CD
9781620797136 9781620797143 The Forever Man - Book 4 Audio CD
9781620797167 9781620797174 The Forever Man - Book 5 Audio CD
9781620797198 9781620797204 The Forever Man - Book 6 Audio CD
9781620792568 9781620797532 The Forever Man Series MP3 CD
9781620798423 9781620798430 The Forever Man - Book 7 Audio CD
9781620798454 9781620798461 The Forever Man - Book 8 Audio CD
9781620798485 9781620798492 The Forever Man - Book 9 Audio CD
9781620796771 9781620795507 The Gathering of the Damned Audio CD
9781620797280 9781620797297 The German Half-Bloods Audio CD
9781620795590 9781620794852 The Getaway Audio CD



Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781620799888 9781620799895 The Guardian of Secrets Audio CD
9781620797440 9781620797457 The Hail Mary Audio CD
9781620791417 9781620794692 The Hermit Audio CD
9781937028855 9781620793565 The House of Seven Gables Audio CD
9781937028237 9781620793879 The Hunchback of Notre Dame Audio CD
9781620795903 9781620794999 The Judgment of the Sentinels Audio CD
9781620790380 9781620793510 The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana Audio CD
9781937028398 9781620793886 The Lancashire Witches Audio CD
9781937028244 9781620793657 The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe Audio CD
9781620796184 9781620795200 The Magdalene Scrolls Audio CD
9781620799918 9781620799925 The Man from Section Five Audio CD
9781937028404 9781620793787 The Man in the Iron Mask Audio CD
9781620796382 9781620795316 The Metamorphosis Audio CD
9781620792384 9781620794296 The Mistaken Audio CD
9781620792612 9781620793428 The Nectar of Angels Audio CD
9781620793008 9781620793435 The Nectar of Angels MP3 CD
9781620799826 9781620799833 The Obsidian Curse Audio CD
9781620797648 9781620797655 The One That Got Away Audio CD
9781620797556 9781620797563 The Only Human Audio CD
9781620792094 9781620794517 The Phantom Lady of Paris Audio CD
9780984375936 9781620793947 The Philadelphia Report Audio CD
9780984375929 9781620793336 The Philadelphia Report MP3 CD
9781937028428 9781620793800 The Poor Little Rich Girl Audio CD
9781937028657 9781620793688 The Prince and the Pauper Audio CD
9781620798607 9781620798614 The Prince of Earth Audio CD
9781620796696 9781620795460 The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism Audio CD
9781620792117 9781620794685 The Raven Mocker Audio CD
9781937028435 9781620794401 The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects Audio CD
9781620791950 9781620794302 The Rosaries Audio CD
9781620796467 9781620795354 The Rough Riders Audio CD
9781937028824 9781620793497 The Scarlet Letter Audio CD
9781620796757 9781620795491 The Scattered Flock Audio CD
9781620796320 9781620795279 The Seven Deadly Sins Audio CD
9781620796658 9781620795446 The Serpent and the Staff Audio CD
9781620798638 9781620798645 The Social Contract Audio CD
9781620792957 9781620794319 The Sounding Audio CD
9781620792957 9781620793367 The Sounding MP3 CD
9781620791493 9781620794623 The Story of My Life Audio CD
9781937028268 9781620793596 The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Audio CD
9781937028923 9781620793664 The Swiss Family Robinson Audio CD
9781620791677 9781620794524 The Teflon Queen - Part 1 Audio CD
9781620791653 9781620794548 The Teflon Queen - Part 2 Audio CD
9781620795736 9781620794920 The Temple of the Blind Audio CD
9781937028985 9781620793756 The Time Machine Audio CD
9781937028442 9781620793824 The Valley of the Giants Audio CD
9781620799598 9781620799604 The Vampire’s Birthright Audio CD



Trade Package Library Package Title Audio Format
9781620799567 9781620799574 The Vampire’s Last Lover Audio CD
9781620792636 9781620793442 The Venom of Serpents Audio CD
9781620793015 9781620793459 The Venom of Serpents MP3 CD
9781620797730 9781620797747 The Vogels Audio CD
9781620796030 9781620795118 The Watch Gods Audio CD
9781620797822 9781620797839 The Wizard of Oz Audio CD
9781620796115 9781620795156 This Golden Land Audio CD
9781620792834 9781620794326 Through These Veins Audio CD
9781620791974 9781620793404 To Soften the Blow Audio CD
9781620793039 9781620793411 To Soften the Blow MP3 CD
9781620798843 9781620798850 To the Bone Audio CD
9781620799055 9781620799062 Too Much Dark Matter, Too Little Gray Audio CD
9781937028459 9781620793985 Tom Swift and the Electronic Hydrolung Audio CD
9781620796542 9781620795392 Trophies Audio CD

9781620792131 9781620794333 Tunnel Vision Audio CD
9780984375981 9781620794418 UFOs: God's Celestial Airforce Audio CD
9781937028466 9781620793831 Uncle Tom’s Cabin Audio CD
9781937028992 9781620793503 War of the Worlds Audio CD
9781620799857 9781620799864 What Will They Say When You Are Gone Audio CD
9781620792506 9781620794364 When the Stars Fall to Earth Audio CD
9781620792513 9781620793350 When the Stars Fall to Earth MP3 CD

9781937028473 9781620793749 White Fang Audio CD
9781620791998 9781620794388 Wishbone Audio CD
9781620792155 9781620794944 Wishbone II Audio CD
9781620796672 9781620795453 Woman of a Thousand Secrets Audio CD
9781937028664 9781620793633 Wuthering Heights Audio CD



Trade (bookstore) format audiobooks
are packaged in the Unikeep CD Wallet

Library format audiobooks are packaged
in the MediaSAFE Secure Latch Library Case

All audiobook titles are also available in microSD 
Card format for the Cherrybook Audio Book Player 

All audiobook titles are unabridged audio-CD format.

Selected titles also available in unabridged MP3-CD format.



Orders can be placed by telephone, fax, email, or on-line at the Cherry Hill 
Publishing on-line bookstore. Wholesale and Institutional purchasers may 

submit a Request for Quote via email, phone or fax.

Telephone: (800) 407-1072
Fax:  (760) 203-1200
Email:  sales@CherryHillPublishing.com
Online:  http://www.CherryHillPublishing.com/Bookstore/
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